CUSTOM CEILINGS

New 2' x 2' Syllables ceiling system. Seven systems available. Each offers unlimited custom opportunities. For our brochure, call 1 800 233-3823 and ask for Custom Ceilings.

Ceiling designs copyrighted by Armstrong.
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Site Furniture

Benches, chairs, tables, food groups, trash receptacles and planters...ideal for parks, urban spaces, retail centers, food courts and transportation centers. Ruggedly constructed of wood, concrete, fiberglass and coated metal, these pieces are suitable for the most demanding of environments. The comprehensive selection of design options, sizes and colors make them easy to specify.

Forms + Surfaces
Box 5215 Santa Barbara, CA
93150 (805) 969-7721 Circle No. 321
Deconstructivism represents a major shift in our view of architecture and the profession.

NOW that the Deconstructivist Architecture show at the Museum of Modern Art has closed and the dust has settled, it is time to consider the larger meaning and broader implications of this work. This is entirely appropriate since the exhibit’s emphasis on the work’s superficial, formal resemblance not only obscured the significant differences among the seven architects in the show, but implied that there is little meaning to this architecture beyond its manipulation of form.

Nothing could be further from the truth. While the turgid prose and complex drawings of some deconstructivists have not always helped their cause, there are important theoretical questions raised by this work: Should architecture be a refuge from or a reflection of our chaotic world? Should it embrace or resist tradition? Should it resolve or reinforce a program’s inherent conflicts?

Such questions are explicit in what deconstructivists have said and done. However, like the repressed texts that emerge from the deconstruction of literature, at least four other issues raised by this work remain implicit and yet contain much of its real meaning.

Creating a more rarified profession: Many architects in recent years have tried to make their work more accessible to the public (using, for instance, conventional elements from historical styles). But other fields, such as medicine or art, have achieved considerable public stature while continuing in the opposite direction, becoming ever more esoteric in their concerns and more removed from our common understanding. Whether or not increased stature is a result, there is no question that deconstruction is leading its proponents away from the populism of recent years toward a more rarified position.

Seeking academic legitimacy: Another trend in recent years has been the pressure universities have put on architecture programs to measure up to the standards of other academic departments. While not every deconstructivist teaches and while the work itself is not scholarly, deconstructivist architecture has acquired a certain status in the universities through its intellectual ties to current thinking in other disciplines—to the deconstruction theories of literary critics, the chaos research of physicists, and the work of post-structuralist philosophers. Deconstructivists may talk about fragmentation. But one result of their work may be a solidification of architecture’s place in the university as an academic discipline.

Retaking the avant-garde: As the recent P/A Reader Poll on Design Preferences showed (Oct. 1988, pp. 15-17), architects who consider themselves to be avant-garde generally favor designs that are, among other things, dynamic, provocative, and expressionistic—all characteristics of deconstructivism and all diametrically opposed to the dominant avant-garde position of fifteen years ago: Post-Modern historicism and contextualism. This taking of architecture’s front lines is actually a retaking, for deconstructivism retains many of the traits of Modernism—the original avant-garde position—without its urge for a unified order.

Establishing a new order: At the heart of deconstruction theory is this idea that unity is impossible and that order is always undercut by that which it represses. Deconstructivist architects, in subverting architectural conventions and fragmenting architectural form, give that idea a physical reality. But there is a danger in this: Deconstructivist architecture, like the theory from which it stems, may become such a pat method that it will begin to develop its own rules and conventions. One wonders if deconstructivism will undercut the unified movement that is beginning to form in its name, or if it will simply become a new order disguised as disorder.

It may be that we have taken deconstructivist architecture at once too seriously and not seriously enough. The glib treatment of the subject in the MoMA show was probably not worth all of the critical attention that it received. Yet, there has been too little attention paid to deconstructivism’s own repressed texts, which address the profession’s striving for public stature, academic status, and design direction.

Thomas Fisher
There are those who would translate stricter codes and greater restrictions into less design freedom. But not you. And not Andersen. Because with tighter parameters comes not only the challenge to design with new and different materials, but the challenge to design with existing materials in new and different ways.

Consider, for example, masonry and Andersen Perma-Shield® windows.

The trim lines and clean, uncluttered appearance that are unique to Perma-Shield windows make organizing your facade and patterns easy. While making the link between interior and exterior space as noticeable or as unnoticeable as you desire.

Allowing you to make burnished concrete beautiful, pre-cast concrete preemptive. But then, the most concrete reason to specify Andersen® windows has always been beauty.

Call 1-800-635-7500 for the name of your local Andersen commercial representative. Or write Andersen Commercial Group®, P.O. Box 12, Bayport, MN 55003.
The beauty of Corian® is not but to your

Lion sculpture, Du Pont Corian Collection. Corian® The premium quality brand of solid surface products.
limited to the kitchen and bath, imagination.

There's one solid surface product so extraordinary that it's even used by artists and sculptors.

It's CORIAN—made only by DuPont.

CORIAN can be carved like stone and worked like fine hardwood for total design flexibility. And your work can be ageless, because CORIAN has the elegance of marble, the permanence of stone yet is far more practical.

That's why you'll find CORIAN in hotels, offices, banks, hospitals, food service facilities and university housing.

And now, in addition to the classic CORIAN colors, there's the natural stone look of new Sierra, first in the CORIAN Designer Collection.

A 10-YEAR WARRANTY. ONLY FROM DUPONT.

CORIAN is the only solid surface product proven in commercial applications for over 15 years. It holds up so well that DuPont confidently backs CORIAN with an unprecedented 10-year limited warranty. Nothing compares with it in the solid surface category.

So to make a lasting impression—remember CORIAN. It stands up beautifully, even to the rigors of public use.

Let the artist in you come out. For free literature about designing with CORIAN, write to DuPont CORIAN, Room G-50808, Wilmington, DE 19801.
GE IS THE LIGHT THAT WILL REshape THE Way

GE BIAx lamps make everybody and everything, including operating costs, look better.

It won't take you long to discover that with GE BIAx™ 40-watt lamps, the design possibilities are endless.

Because they're only 22.5 inches long, yet deliver all the light of standard four-foot fluorescents, you can design with smaller fixtures. And that means more attractive ceilings.

And because BIAx lamps make colors look richer and more vibrant than standard fluores-
YOU DESIGN LIGHTING.

cents can, the lighting you design will make the
environment and the people who work in it
more attractive.

Equally attractive is the amount your clients
will save on operating costs. GE BIAX 40-watt
lamps, you see, last up to 8,000 hours longer
than conventional U-shaped tubes. And 13
times longer than incandescents.

Feast your imagination on the endless pos-
sibilities of the GE BIAX family of lamps.

For more product or application informa-
tion, call your local GE Specification Area
Manager. Or call the GE Lighting Information
Center at 1-800-523-5520.

GE Lighting

GE is Light.

Circle No. 322
Turn subflooring into a smart flooring system in one step with environmentally safe Homasote 4-Way® Floor Decking.

Smart architects have discovered that ordinary, hard, noisy, non-insulating wood subfloors are beneath them.

And they’ve found a better, smarter, more ingenious alternative: the Homasote 4-Way® Floor Decking System.

Better, because it’s more than just a structural subfloor.

It provides resilient carpeting underlayment. Adds up to R/4.5 insulation (six times the value of 5/8” wood subflooring). And deadens noise (system test ratings*: IIC-72; INR21; STC 50).

Smarter, because it’s 100% environmentally safe, with absolutely no asbestos or formaldehyde additives. And it installs in one step.

More ingenious, because this added performance helps fully satisfy the demands of today’s energy and quality conscious construction buyer.

Build this proven bottomline brilliance into your next commercial or residential job.

For full details, and free sample, call (609) 883-3300. Or write:

**MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Thickness</th>
<th>Nominal Size</th>
<th>Weight/Joists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-11/32&quot;</td>
<td>2' x 8'</td>
<td>3.0 lb 16&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3/4&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.1 lb 24&quot; o.c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For full details, and free sample, call (609) 883-3300. Or write:

P.O. Box 7240, West Trenton, New Jersey 08628-0240

**SMART ARCHITECTS CHOOSE HOMASOTE.**
A house by Mockbee-Coker-Howorth (above) is one of six houses by various architects featured in this month’s In Progress, page 33.

**Designer’s Saturday**

Designer’s Saturday and New York Fall Market kept 45,000 visitors busy over the first weekend in October.

While there were no big surprises in showroom design, there were a few notable examples. Vecta’s temporary installation at the IDC, designed by Morphosis, expanded on the firm’s design for the company’s temporary Los Angeles showroom at West Week, by adding a wall of Cor-Ten steel, punctuated by slots that revealed glimpses of the chairs behind it. Another effective showroom design at the IDC was Domore’s, in which Michael Kalil put the company’s system panels to imaginative use and employed an elegantly understated palette of colors and materials.

(continued on page 20)

**All-Star Team For MASS MoCA**

The team of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, New York; Frank O. Gehry & Associates, Santa Monica, Calif.; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown, Philadelphia; and Bruner/Cott & Associates, Cambridge, Mass., has been chosen to develop a master plan for converting 28 abandoned factory buildings into a cultural center in North Adams, Mass., a liberal arts college in the Berkshires.

(continued on page 20)

**Broadcast Centre in Toronto.**

**Burgee/Johnson: Toronto Decon**

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Canada’s public radio and television network, has unveiled a design by John Burgee Architects and Philip Johnson (in joint venture with Bregman and Hamann Architects and Scott Associates of Toronto) for its $380 million, 1.7-million-square-foot Broadcast Centre in Toronto.

(continued on page 22)

**Roger Diener’s housing in Basel, from “Emerging European Architects.”**

**Young Europeans at Harvard**

“Emerging Architects” programs, multiplying in France, Spain, and Germany, are unusual in this country. The 16-speaker, two-day symposium and exhibit on “Emerging European Architects,” held at Harvard last month, however, was uncommonly ambitious, even by European standards. Although Wilfred Wang, who along with Rafael Moneo chose the architects to be included, believes that the group will someday enjoy greater fame and respect, his objective was neither the identification of names nor the showcasing of their work, but rather the demonstration of the wide range of ideas being explored in the region’s architecture.

(continued on page 22)

**Morphosis installation at Designer’s Saturday: Furniture is suspended in cubicles.**
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“Emerging Architects” programs, multiplying in France, Spain, and Germany, are unusual in this country. The 16-speaker, two-day symposium and exhibit on “Emerging European Architects,” held at Harvard last month, however, was uncommonly ambitious, even by European standards. Although Wilfred Wang, who along with Rafael Moneo chose the architects to be included, believes that the group will someday enjoy greater fame and respect, his objective was neither the identification of names nor the showcasing of their work, but rather the demonstration of the wide range of ideas being explored in the region’s architecture.

(continued on page 22)
Ralph Erskine of Sweden and Alvaro Siza of Portugal have received the first Prince of Wales Prizes in Urban Design from Harvard's Graduate School of Design. The award, named to commemorate Prince Charles's 1986 visit to Harvard, will be given periodi­cally for an urban design project larger than a single building constructed during the previous ten years.

Erskine was cited for his Byker Redevelopment Project in Newcastle, U.K. (P/A, Aug. 1979, p. 68); Siza won for the Malagueira Quarter Housing Project in Évora, Portugal.

Mario Botta has been selected to design a new facility for the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (P/A, Aug. 1988, p. 26). The other two finalists in the museum's selection process were Frank Gehry and Hammond, Beeby & Babka.

Emery Roth & Sons and the Beijing Institute of Architectural Design have entered into a cooperative practice for projects in China's Hainan province. The enterprise, called the China-U.S. Architectural Alliance, is the first be­tween firms in the two coun­tries.

Ellerbe Becket is designing a $150 million movie studio complex in Orlando, Fla., for Universal Studios. The 100-acre facility is part of MCA Recreational Services' $400 million entertainment center, which will compete with nearby Walt Disney World.

The Skidmore, Owings & Mer­rill Foundation and the Yale School of Architecture are conducting a three-year urban design study for Des Moines, Iowa, a city the team considers an "ideal subject" for a "uniquely American urban plan." The project will lead to a master plan, a book, and a national exhibit.

Moshe Safdie won a recent design competition for the $67 million renovation and expansion of the Ottawa City Hall, down the street from his National Gallery of Canada. Associated architects for the project are Murray & Murray Associates of Ottawa.

**Uneven Art at Battery Park**

The author's bias notwithstanding, it's hard not to feel that the exhibition "The New Urban Landscape" could have used a good editor. The few good works were all but swamped by the bad in this admittedly ambitious show of 28 temporary art installa­tions, installed for the opening of the World Financial Center at Battery Park City in New York last month.

The exhibit, which closed November 27, was sponsored by WFC developers Olympia & York. It was organized with the aid of a star-studded board of advisors that included MoCA director Richard Koshalek, Mildred Friedman of the Walker Art Center, and David Childs of SOM & Frank Gehry. (The two architects and Audrey Matlock of SOM laid out the show in and around unrented retail space.) Consequently, the roster of participat­ing artists read like a list of who's hot, from video artist Nam June Paik to sculptor Vito Ac­conci to French architect Jean Nouvel.

Faced with the show's vague theme of life in the city, however, most of these illustrious partici­pants punted, producing crummy "commentary" art. Over­rought, underthought works were the order of the day, from Kim Adam's Chameleon Unit, a "vehicle home" complete with movie screen, which is described in­credibly as one solution to the housing crisis, to Justen Ladda's "Romeo and Juliet," in which an engine motor hovers menacingly over a model pastoral landscape (nature versus technology, get it?). This editor also itched to ditch a battery (fortress) of bat­teries (car) that its creator Kunst Brothers straight­facedly called site-specific art (for Battery Park, of course).

Surrounded by such banalities, works that squarely addressed the subject or the site were hard to find. Too bad there's no show after the show, one limited, say, to Martha Schwartz's witty Turf Parterre Garden, which climbed the sleek glass and granite façade of one WFC office building, or Tadashi Kawamata's tough Favela, a slim shack built of salvaged lumber in sharp contrast to the corporate world it invaded. But the audience was left to do the editing in this messy show, and it proved finally neither an easy nor a re­warding job.

---

**Union Station Reopens**

After the many indignities suf­fered in recent years by Wash­ington, D.C.'s Union Station, its reopening this fall was an occasion well worth celebrating. Not since 1981 have the doors of Daniel H. Burnham's 1907 eclect­ic Beaux-Arts landmark been open to the public, and not since 1974 has it really functioned on any level as a place one could want or need to be.

For the 1976 Bicentennial the station was "converted" to the widely vilified National Visitor Center, which never drew many visitors. A hateful "temporary" train station was built in plywood behind Burnham's huge white granite building, which sat empty and roting at the foot of Capitol Hill for more than a decade.

This outrage, followed by the collapse of a roof section, prompted Congress to create the Union Station Redevelopment Corporation in 1981. The not-for-profit group, modeled on the Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation, was empowered to oversee restora­tion of the station, to coordinate completion of an unfinished adjacent parking structure, and to attract a private team for de­velopment of Union Station as a major retail center.

With over 200,000 square feet of upscale retail space, the place is now about equally divided between in-town shopping mall and working train station. In addi­tion to the eventual restora­tion of train departures and ar­rivals to the station itself (sections of track leading to the "head house," which were ripped up in the mid-1970s to make way for the visitors, are now being re­laid), AMTRAK will locate its corporate headquarters in the station. Train tickets and passen­ger services are now dispensed from a spacious area leading to the train platforms.

The overall building restora­tion designed by Harry Weese & Associates is impressive, par­ticularly if one remembers its mis­erable condition. Burnham's finely detailed interiors, said to have been inspired by the Roman baths of Caracalla, have been fully restored; the station's ban­cos have been replaced with steel seats.

The overall building restora­tion designed by Harry Weese & Associates is impressive, par­ticularly if one remembers its mis­erable condition. Burnham's finely detailed interiors, said to have been inspired by the Roman baths of Caracalla, have been fully restored; the station's ban­cos have been replaced with steel seats.
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and dining areas are beautifully detailed and well organized by Benjamin Thompson & Associates of Cambridge. One can lament, as this writer has (P/A, Feb. 1988, p. 24), the "malling" of yet another great public building here that once needed no justification other than its original and still vital function. But this seems ultimately a small (and now inevitable) price to pay for the opportunity once again to enter the place, to experience its great spaces, and to admire its many fine details.

Union Station's rebirth has also given the District of Columbia government and local developers high hopes for the area north of the station and east of its railroad tracks. For years a barren wasteland of abandoned or dilapidated warehouses and unused building sites, the ten-square-block area is now discussed in terms of its potential for more than 10 million square feet of office development. About 3 million square feet in office space is already under construction in this area.

The somewhat circular hope expressed by developers is that Union Station will provide a commercial draw for new office space, while the new development will give Union Station's shops the population they need (and do not now have) to sustain themselves. Unfortunately, most of this population, should it materialize, will be daytime office-workers; there is no housing, planned or existing, for blocks in any direction around Union Station. Thomas Vonier

P/A Art Director, Other Appointments

Derek Bacchus has been appointed Art Director of Progressive Architecture. He holds degrees from Parsons School of Design and Yale University and has previously worked as a graphic designer in the office of I.M. Pei & Partners, New York, and as Art Director of KOS, an art appreciation magazine published by Franco Maria Ricci, Milan. Lisa M. Mangano has been promoted to the position of Associate Art Director.

Mark Alden Branch has recently been promoted to Associate Editor, in charge of P/A News Report. Senior Editor Daralice D. Boles, previously News Report editor, will now be responsible for feature articles. In other P/A staff changes, Vernon Mays has been promoted to Senior Editor in charge of Technics.

Haas Palazzo in Ft. Worth

There's nothing special about a fresh coat of paint; but when that paint transforms a flat-topped 1950s box into a Neo-Classical palazzo, that's like the man who bit the dog—it's news.

The building in question is the Tarrant County Civil Courts Building in Fort Worth, Texas, designed by the firm of Wyatt C. Hedrick and built in 1958. This square limestone volume, partially sheathed with aluminum fins, literally turned its back on the stately Renaissance Revival Tarrant County Courthouse next door. The 1895 Courthouse was restored by Burson, Hendrix & Wals Architects/Ward Boggart & Associates, a joint venture, in 1983. And now a deli, witty trompe l'oeil mural for the Civil Courts Building first came to him while he was working on Sundance Square, a group of commercial buildings south of the courthouse that were renovated in 1982 and include several Haas murals. On a visit to the office of financier Sid Mays, Hedrick saw the Civil Courts Building was fine piece of work, but if the folks in Fort Worth change their minds someday and want their 1950s building back, it's only skin deep.

Joel W. Barna

The author is editor of Texas Architect.

Landscape at MoMA: Missed Opportunity

The Museum of Modern Art in New York has never been particularly up to date in its interests or its programs, but rarely has the institution seemed so out of touch as it did in the two-day symposium "Architecture and Landscape in the 20th Century," which took place in late October. Even those in the audience who were not especially conversant in landscape design, present or past, knew something was amiss when they opened their programs to find a roster of 24 participants, only a handful of whom were practicing landscape architects or historians in that field.

Instead, MoMA relied on old standbys, such as art historian Robert Rosenblum, whose superficial lecture on landscape in Modern art could have been titled, "Can we find the color green in this picture?" or architectural historian Vincent Scully, who did his famous ode to the Aztecs—a great lecture but (continued on page 20)
Mendelsohn Drawings at Cooper-Hewitt

Hundreds of drawings on display at the Cooper-Hewitt Museum in New York document the personal, expressionistic vision of the architect Erich Mendelsohn (1887–1953). Some of the most eloquent of these drawings are the tiniest—sketches of ideal buildings done on scotch paper as the young Mendelsohn stood guard in World War I. But even in the later studies for his many commissions, his work remains mainly small in scale, freehand, and visionary.

Mendelsohn emerged suddenly into world prominence in 1920 with his design of that archetypal Expressionist architecture, the Einstein Tower in Potsdam, Germany. In his free-wheeling sketches of this period—in particular the one that appears on the exhibition catalog (top sketch)—it is easy to see intimations of Eero Saarinen's work 30 years later.

After the early 1920s, however, Mendelsohn's design shifted away from Expressionism toward the rectilinear forms of what was becoming the Modern mainstream—but with many prominent curves and occasional punctured bearing walls. Perhaps his most restrained building was his own house in Berlin, which has a serenity one associates with Scandinavian Modernism; completed in 1931, the house was vacated by the Mendelsohns in 1933, when Nazi Anti-Semitism induced them to leave Germany.

Once uprooted from Germany, Mendelsohn seems to have searched vainly for a new home—in London, Jerusalem, New York, and finally in San Francisco, where he spent his last seven years. While he produced a few fine buildings at each of these stops, he never reestablished the sustained output of his Berlin years.

It is thus appropriate, if ironic, that this exhibition originated in Germany—on the centennial of Mendelsohn's birth—and is made up entirely of drawings from the Berlin Kunsthistorie, which acquired about 2700 of his sketches from his widow. This institution continues to add to its Mendelsohn archives; the Berlin show included some models and other material that is not

Landscape (continued from page 19) hardly relevant to the subject at hand—and Kenneth Frampton, who concentrated on Modern architects who dabbled in landscape.

When these and other concerns of a more contemporary nature were voiced from the floor by landscape architect Martha Schwartz, her remarks were widely misinterpreted as evidence of a "turf war" between architects and landscape architects. Yet Schwartz herself has no such quarrel with architects, as evidenced by her collaboration with architect Bernardo Fort-Brescia of Arquitectonica. Her point—that landscape architecture is not now, if it ever was, simply a question of extending architecture into the landscape as architectural historians might have it, or of preserving the earth, as the ecologists contend—remains a subject for future symposiums. The published transcripts of this event are sure to include excellent lectures by participants such as Leo Marx, who was the first speaker to raise the pressing problem of designing the suburban and exurban landscape, or Marc Treib, who delivered a concise but comprehensive history of the garden in the ten minutes allotted him. It is to be hoped, however, that the transcripts will also include the audience questions that followed scheduled talks, wherein could be found a hundred subjects for fruitful research.

Daralice D. Boles

MASS MoCA (continued from page 17) tory buildings in North Adams, Mass., into the Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art. The team's submission, one of 23 reviewed by the museum's Renzo Piano Architects, was not a specific design proposal but a "statement of approach" to the problem of rehabilitating the structures and relating them to the adjacent downtown area of North Adams, a city of 18,000 in Northwestern Massachusetts.

Mendelsohn's design shifted away from Expressionism toward the rectilinear forms of Modernism, but with many prominent curves and occasional punctured bearing walls. Perhaps his most restrained building was his own house in Berlin, which has a serenity one associates with Scandinavian Modernism; completed
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MASS MoCA in North Adams.

Saturday (continued from page 17) trials to create a cool, expansive space. CorryHiebert hired lighting designer Peter Barna to do its "twinkling" display window, which was one of the most distinctive in the IDC. Back in Manhattan, Vignelli Associates' design for the Steelcase Design Partnership was conceived as a flexible setting for exhibitions, seminars, and other activities. But the furniture, the current buzzword is "architectural." Systems panels are getting more wall-like all the time, with rather literal-minded embellishments: Haworth's pedimented Places system; AGI's Spicuzza collection, with its moldings and Roman grilles; and Steelcase's "rusticated" accent panel are a few examples. At Herman Miller, British designer Geoff Hollington's Support Cabinets, introduced at NEOCON, gave us another reason to appreciate the Ethospace system.

In product design, Modernism and historicism were running neck and neck this year. KnollStudio's lounge seating collection by Trix and Robert Hausmann and Vignelli Associates' Serenissimo tables at Atelier International offered new versions of classic Modern designs, while Kliment/Halsband's office furniture at CADSANA and Wayne Braun's Ribbon Edge casegoods series at HBF took a more traditional stance. Howe, Niels Diffrient's folding tables carried the flag for no-nonsense functionalism, while at Interna Designs, new furniture by restaurant designer whidz Adam Tihany (who also designed their showroom) and Richard Penney embodied an upwardly mobile eclecticism. Pilar Viladas

Pilar Viladas

John Morris Dixon

Progressive Architecture 12:88
International Contract Furnishings Inc.
33 Kings Highway
Orangeburg, New York 10962
Telephone: 914/365-2500
Telex: 229056 Telefax: 914/365-2676

Ronda Seating
Design: Afra and Tobia Scarpa, 1986

A fully upholstered pull-up/conference chair is complemented by a matching lounge chair and two sofas.
Architectural Fabrications & Stainless Steel Railings. Let us translate your design into reality. We work in stainless steel pipe, rectangular tubing or rod to your exact specifications. Engineering advice available. For brochure contact: P/D Paragon Inc., P.O. Box 256, Pleasantville, NY 10570. 914/769-6221.
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**PORCH-LIFT**

VERTICAL WHEELCHAIR LIFT provides a safe, simple solution to architectural barriers

Whether you're modifying an existing building or designing a new one, accessibility to the handicapped is important. And PORCH-LIFT provides the simple, economical solution... indoors or outdoors. This safe vertical wheelchair lift platform anchors permanently beside the steps, using a minimum of space. Motor and mechanisms are enclosed. Runs on 110 volt current. Weatherproof finish. Choose from nine models with varying lifting heights. Shipped ready for installation.

WRITE FOR A FREE BROCHURE AND NAME OF THE DEALER NEAREST YOU. AMERICAN STAIR-GUIDE CORPORATION Dept 1208, 4001 East 138th Street, P.O. Box B Grandview, Missouri 64030

**P/A NEWS REPORT**

**Burgee (continued from page 17)**

The CBC has been looking to consolidate its Toronto operations for 30 years. At last count, there were 3300 employees working out of 24 scattered locations in the city, the majority of which are leased. Vacillating political support and the cost of building a complex technical facility combined to make a new building unlikely until the CBC joined the ranks of financially strapped institutions turning to private developers for help. In this case, the CBC offered the Cadillac Fairview Corporation a choice 9-acre downtown site purchased in 1978 as bait. The CBC will retain ownership of the site and lease it to Cadillac Fairview, who will develop the entire block and then lease the Broadcast Centre space back to the CBC. The Burgee and Johnson building will be completed in 1992.

In an apparent effort to hedge against controversy, the CBC did not make the design public until ground-breaking day in October. Their concern was justified. Toronto deserves better than Burgee and Johnson's giant essay in Deconstructivism via Peter Eisenman. The Broadcast Centre is a glass-skinned colossal in a plaid overcoat, whose white supergrid is laid over a secondary red grid, offering plenty of chic, zero sense of place. In the spirit of Deconstructivism, the style that never was (P/A, Aug. 1988, p. 25), three big rectangular boxes, each containing rooftop television studios, seem intent on escaping the frame. Of these, the most prominent slices down the main façade at an angle, violating the grid. Further disturbances, in the interest of disguising bulk, are created by huge, projecting rectangles of green reflective glass on two sides, and an off-center, mirrored-glass cylinder marking the principal entrance. Burgee called the slick, skewed package "a rethinking of civic building." Raj Ahuga, his partner in charge, correctly defined it as "a big factory." *Adele Freedman*

The author, a regular contributor to P/A and Canadian publications, is design critic for The Globe and Mail of Toronto.

Europeans (continued from page 17) concentration of trends nor the consecration of new stars. The symposium was designed to present architectural practices in early— but different—stages of their developments, and to expose students and the general public to works that are marked by an exceptionally rigorous attitude to creation and to practice.

The two women and fourteen men came from seven countries: France (Patrick Berger and critic Jacques Lucan); England (critic Richard Burdett, and Eric Parry); Austria (Gustav Pickelman and critic Dietmar Steiner); Spain (Edward Bru and Josep Lluís Mateos); Italy (Gabriella Loll Carmassi and, present only in the catalog, Franco Cesco Venezia); and Switzerland (Marie-Claude Betrix; Jacques Herzog, and Roger Diener).

Their work is varied, and while it tends toward the smaller type of architectural commission that one associates with young architects—domestic renovations, restaurants, stores, adaptive reuse, and, on the larger end, new villas and schools—the rigor of these works makes them anything but typical.

Naming all the things that were absent allows some easy, but partial, distinctions to be made between these works and those of preceding European generations. Simple historical and historicist references are absent, as are more sophisticated deductions from typological conditions. History appears in this work more as a continuity and as a cultural reference shared by client and architect.

Resistance to the temptation of imagistic design is reflected in the drawings of the catalog, that accompanied the display of their works and was underscored by the drawings they chose to illustrate their talks: almost no color renderings or perspectives and an abundance of office drawings and black and white photographs.

The three critics participating in the symposium stressed how the cynical appropriation of contextualism and historical memory, whether in London, by developers and the large commercial firms they employ, or in Vienna, by tourist-oriented clients, is creating a novel dilemma for young architects. They strongly implied that only through the rigor seen in the work shown here will this crisis be survived. The respective descriptions of the situation of practice in Europe (Lucan), Vienna (Steiner), and London (Burdett) were models of architectural criticism, and cautionary tales of how dangerous, as well as liberating, it is to begin practice in the 1980s, in Europe—or anywhere.

Helene Lipstadt
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"The Color And Clarity Are Amazing, It Really Gives Impact To Our Ideas."

When your business concerns reach from Lake Michigan to the South China Sea, you need a copier with far reaching capabilities.

So when Kevin Shotsberger was asked to find a new color copier for the engineering firm of DeLeuw, Cather & Company, the Canon Color Laser Copier was the obvious choice.

"We've used other color copiers in the past," says Kevin. "But the quality just was never there. Now we can make single color prints of artist's renderings or use the slide projector and multi-page enlargement to make room-length presentation boards."

Turn-around time is equally important with the complexity of the presentations DeLeuw, Cather prepares. Work that once required outside sources can now be done entirely in-house. And at a fraction of the cost.

"To do this kind of work on the outside would be positively prohibitive," Kevin explains.

"We can merge documentation photos with text, or use color conversion to highlight or even change the color for greater emphasis—with the Color Laser Copier we can do overnight what used to take days. Add that to the cost savings we can pass along and everyone comes out a winner."

For a company with interests as widespread as DeLeuw, Cather, the Color Laser Copier makes a world of difference.

Canon COLOR LASER COPIER

For more information, call toll free: 1-800-OK CANON.
Or write Canon U.S.A., Inc., P.O. Box 5015, Clifton, N.J. 07015.
© 1988 Canon U.S.A., Inc.
Milan ’88:
Perils of Pluralism
To the over 135,000 people who attended this year’s Salone del Mobile in Milan (September 14–19), the overall design picture must have looked rather fuzzy. This was the foreign exhibitors’ year (they alternate with office furniture) in more ways than one; they injected some novelty into an otherwise quiet fair. Spanish manufacturers such as Akaba and Casas, and British companies like SCP, attracted lots of attention, as did Dutch manufacturer Pastoe and Swiss companies Rothlisberger and WOGG, both of which showed designs by Trix and Robert Haussmann.

Among Italian companies, there was something for everyone. The historicist trend was represented by Acerbis International’s Onda Quadra wood storage cabinets, and Cecotti’s graceful wood furniture, for example, while Driade’s Alph’s carried the flag for the New Wave with Toyo Ito’s surprisingly sensual expanded metal chaise. It was startling to see so many copies of Antonio Citterio’s 1986 Silly seating system for B&B Italia. One of this year’s few inventive twists on such variable-component seating was Zanotta’s Europa. Tables that were mechanical in looks if not always in fact appeared at Molteni, Bieffeplast, Cappellini, and B&B, among others.

Zaha Hadid’s glamorous but uncomfortable sofas for Edra were introduced with more fanfare than a Hollywood premiere, and the ubiquitous Philippe Starck promoted products such as his stacking chair for Kartell and table lamp for Flos.

EuroLuci, the fair’s lighting exposition, seemed a bit lackluster this year. Exceptions were Luci’s Poe modular spot lighting system; Ingo Maurer’s Tijuca halogen light; Artemide’s elegant Tebe lamp; and Luce Plan’s engaging On-Off table light. Vulnerable Rationalist architect Gino Pollini created a lyrical lamp for Fontana Arte that looked like a music stand.

Outside the fair, manufacturers vied for the Most Imaginative Venue prize. Alias occupied a theater; Zeus took over an old factory; Flos showed its new lights in a palazzo; and Pallucco, the clear winner, displayed its products in an abandoned slaughterhouse. So much for showroom design.

Pilar Viladas

Zaha Hadid’s Projection Sofa (1) for Edra has a fiberglass structure with padded seat and backrest. Kartell introduced Philippe Starck’s Dr. Glob (2), a stacking chair with a polypropylene seat and front legs, and steel tube backrest and back legs. Luce Plan’s On-Off table lamp (3), designed by Alberto Meda, Franco Raggi, and Denis Santachiara, has a gravitational switch that turns the light on and off depending on which way the lamp is tilted. Vico Magistretti’s Ghost table lamp (5) for Oluce is now available in opaline acrylic. Its mainstream Modern sensibility parallels that of Trix and Robert Haussmann’s sideboard (6) for Swiss Company WOGG, which has, however, a distinctly Post-Modern twist: a swirling faux-fabric laminate exterior. Modernism of the 1930s is given a contemporary makeover in Oscar Tusquets’s Vaiven lounge chair (4) for Spanish manufacturer Casas. The chair, which swivels, has a writing arm that converts to a footrest.
At this year’s Milan Furniture Fair, Italian design looked solid but unsurprising, while the foreign exhibitors offered some novelty.

GINBANDE Design’s Uwe Fisher and Klaus-Achim Heine created Tabula Varia (7a, b), a table of plywood and aluminum pieces joined by nylon belts that allow a variety of configurations. It was shown outside the fair at Zeus. Artemide’s Tefo halogen wall lamp (8), designed by Ernesto Gismondi, has an aluminum structure and sandblasted glass diffuser. Luci’s Poe (9), by Giugiaro Design, is a low-voltage, modular spot system, wall or track mounted. Bieffeplast’s Clock folding table (10), by Michele De Lucchi, is made of anodized aluminum. De Lucchi’s Tecnica table (11) for Cappellini has adjustable balancing mechanism. Nigel Coates’s Noah chair line for British company SCP Ltd. (12) is made of carved ash. The carbon-fiber Softlight chair (13), by Alberto Meda for Alias, has elastic fabric wrapped around its seat and back. Maria Bellini’s Onda Quadra wood cabinet (14) for Acerbis International has five tiers that pivot independently.
Zanotta's Europa sofa (15a, b), designed by Gianfranco Gualtierotti and Alessandro Mazzoni delle Stelle, has movable arms and backrests. For Dutch company Pastoe, Shiro Kuramata designed a chair (16) with a chrome frame and ash-veneered seat. Philippe Starck's Ara table lamp (17) for Flos is chrome plated, with a dichroic bulb. Cecotti's wood table and armchair (18) were designed by Roberto Lazzeroni and Alessandro Celleno.

For Molteni, Luca Meda designed Poggio (19), a height-adjustable, tilt-top oval side table. Tijuca (20), by Ingo Maurer with Bernhard Dessecker, Bernd Axel Kluge, and Franz Ringelhan, is a halogen light fixture. The winner of B&B Italia's Sity competition was the Meta table (21), with a lacquered wood base and pivoting glass top, designed by Leo Aerts and Ingrid Wijnen.
Has Stepped Out Of The Shower
Architects and Designers have put Dal-Tile's exciting colors and low maintenance tiles into showers and bathrooms for years. Now they're taking that same quality and durability and creating exciting new applications. Dal-Tile in gyms and malls handle high density traffic with a graphic flair. In lobbies and other public areas, Dal-Tile's classic marbles, granites, slates and natural stones create timeless elegance and beauty.
Dal-Tile's originality and quality have made us America's largest source for ceramic tile. Our goal is to help you bring each commercial and residential design to life in the most creative form imaginable. Dal-Tile product seminars, technical guidance and design support provide the kind of personal service you deserve. Let our nationwide network of Architectural Representatives introduce you to the exciting world of Dal-Tile.

Call our Architect/Designer Assist Line today: (800) 527-1249.

A participant in the Kohler Color Coordinates Program.
Why not go first class?

Go with BEST locks. Once you've seen and touched them, you'll agree that they reflect the quiet elegance, the uncompromising design and quality that you've come to expect from BEST. Each style has been meticulously designed with intelligent aesthetics and functional practicality for all types of architecture decor.

At Best Lock, our service team is also First Class. No other company in the world has the ability to provide such all-encompassing, comprehensive services. During design and construction, all your special needs will be quickly and effectively met by a BEST Contract Construction Representative. No questions will be left unanswered.

Once the building is occupied, everyone benefits from BEST's cost and time efficient Interchangeable Core. This customized masterkeyed security system can be easily expanded and altered to satisfy your present and future needs. To assure continued quality service, the building is assigned a permanent BEST Factory Authorized Representative to help monitor and control the system.

Go First Class. Go with the BEST team. Check the Sweet's Buyline for your Best Lock Representative, or contact Best Lock Corporation, P.O. Box 50444, Indianapolis, IN 46250, 317-849-2250.

From concept to completion, architects and owners have always appreciated the aesthetic quality, security and versatility of BEST locks, as well as the best service team in the business.

BEST LOCK CORPORATION
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Innovation by Tradition

When the jury for the 1988 Innovations in Housing awards competition met last February, it was confronted, not surprisingly, by a number of projects that sought to recall a past beloved vocabulary. This is definitely the case with the winner of the Grand Award, a house design by architect Wayne Simpson of Philadelphia, but his house does so far more successfully than other entries. Simpson’s design is unabashedly Wrightian in mood, with a dignified air that caused one juror to remark, “It’s a house you’d love to live next door to if you couldn’t live in it.”

In its plan zoning, the house is admirably clear: At the ground level it is divided into a living suite and a master bedroom suite, with the children’s suite on the second floor. The living suite comprises a living room, dining room, kitchen, and family room, with a two-car garage attached by a link housing the laundry equipment. Stone on the terrace off the living room was originally designed to continue inside to form the fireplace hearth and then continue back to the foyer and the front porch. Most of the interior part of this feature was eliminated, however.

Centered around its own study/living area the second-floor children’s suite includes two bedrooms and a bath. Ceilings in these bedrooms are lower than eight feet, partially because of the roof slope, but are still comfortable for adults; the children’s study/living area has a

(continued on page 32)
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Perspectives (continued from page 31) higher than normal ceiling, and seems an ideal place for the activities centered there.

Accordingly, the most impressive space is the living room, with its barrel-vaulted double-height ceiling and its front and back walls lined with windows. Its actual construction is fairly true to the original design, although an eyebrow-shaped dormer got modified into a shed for ease of construction, and some of the architect’s wood and stone detailing was either deleted or somewhat simplified. This room, like most of the others, was severely overdecorated for the purposes of the planned open house events. It is not hard, however, to picture the colors and finishing touches the architect had preferred.

Also reasonably true to the original design, the exterior skin of the house is plywood; cedar battens are closely spaced on the top wall bands, above another band where they are less closely spaced, and finally a base where they are omitted entirely. Finished in tones of tannish gray and with a cedar shingle roof, the house reveals its materials accurately.

Innovations in Housing is cosponsored by the American Plywood Association, the American Wood Council, Better Homes and Gardens, Builder, and Progressive Architecture magazines.

Jurors for the 1988 awards were: William Nolan and Thomas Jackson, BH&G; Cliff Pearson, Builder; Boston architect Claude Miquelle; David Wolff of the Union Valley Corporation (builders of the winning house); and James Murphy of P/A.

How many ways to use cedar shingles? How many trees in a forest?

The possibilities are as infinite as your own imagination. Because the enduring beauty of red cedar shakes and shingles adds striking warmth to any design you create.

To learn why red cedar shakes and shingles are such an excellent architectural solution, send for your free copy of our Architect’s Cedar Library. It offers everything you need to know about cedar shakes and shingles.

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau
Suite 275, 515-116th Ave. NE, Bellevue, WA 98004

YOU JUST PROVED HOW EFFECTIVE OUR NEW LETTERING SYSTEM IS.

To prove how attention-getting the new Merlin Express® Elite really is, we used it to create the headline you just read. With Merlin Express Elite you can create type in sizes from 6 to 72 point. Access 9 type styles at the push of a button. Even interface with your PC.

Find out more about the remarkable new Merlin Express Elite. It was good enough to get your attention, just think what it can do for your business.

MERLIN EXPRESS ELITE
BY VARITRONICS

For more information call 1-800-MERLIN-1 (1-800-637-5461).
In Minnesota, 1-612-542-1580. Or mail coupon to: Varitronic Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 234, Minneapolis, MN 55440.

NAME/TITLE

BUSINESS PHONE AREA CODE

COMPANY

BUSINESS ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Merlin Express® Elite — a registered trademark of Varitronic Systems, Inc.
As true today as it was then. That's why we developed a total window system—not "just windows"—with the best of the features you and your buyers want.

The latest in proven energy-efficient techniques. Including Low-E EAGLE Maximizer Glass. Special dual and triple-weatherstripping which brings you some of the lowest air infiltration ratings in the wood window industry. True dual-sealed insulated glass.

Low-maintenance exteriors in a range of colors—including special shapes and trim accessories! Because all EAGLE products are built with our special patented construction. Heavy aluminum exterior extrusions are pre-finished and cover clear wood frames and sash to give you the warm wood interiors buyers like.

Modular sizing makes planning and installation simple. For both residential and commercial applications in new as well as replacement construction.

Why not add the value of EAGLE's total window system to your next project? With features that will stand the test of time. The best is the cheapest value—and you can have it now!

If You Don't Have EAGLE, You've Settled For Less.

EAGLE
WINDOWS * DOORS
CIRCLE-HEADS GEOMETRICS
375 East 9th
Dubuque, IA 52001
319/566-2270
Distributor Inquiries Welcome
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At EAGLE, we've taken some old-style window ideas and rebuilt them to meet today's design and energy needs. Before you order your next job compare some of these exclusive EAGLE features!

1. Patented construction. Why? Because we wanted to offer the structural strength and stability of heavy aluminum exterior extrusions and still offer the warmth of wood in the interiors of our products -- including special shapes.

2. Special sash construction. Why? For structural strength. And it's designed so that the sash construction holds together on both the interior wood parts and the exterior aluminum extrusions.

3. Reglazeable sash. Why? Because occasionally glass does get broken. So why replace the entire sash when all you have to do is put in a new insulated glass unit?

4. Pre-finished extra-heavy aluminum extrusions. Why? Our extrusions add structural strength to all our products so joining them together at the top, bottoms, or sides is simple. And EAGLE windows are superiorly rated for commercial construction.

5. Low-air infiltration. Why? Because we want our windows to be efficient where it counts - between the sash and frames. So we search for the latest and best weatherstripping materials to work in our double- and triple-weatherstripping systems. Other companies try to change their glazing -- but if the windows leak between the sash and frames, changing the glazing won't help.

6. Low-E EAGLE Maximizer Glass. Why? Because it's a simple way to increase efficiency. And we offer EAGLE Maximizer Glass in two ways -- as part of our dual-sealed insulated glass unit and as a separate add-on panel for some products.
The EAGLE Shade System. Why? Because you still have the advantages of true dual-sealed insulated glass as well as an interior triple-glazing panel. The EAGLE Shade is placed between the insulated glass unit and the interior glass panel so it remains dust-free.

Modular sizing. Why? For simple planning in new or replacement applications -- in both commercial and residential construction. Including frame or masonry.

Design flexibility. Why? So that you can let your imagination soar. EAGLE Windows offer almost limitless combinations and special shapes all built with our patented construction. And trim accessories are pre-finished so that your entire job is low-maintenance.

Still questioning? Yes, we are. And as new window technology comes out, we question it too. Because we want only the features that are practical, affordable and permanent. Compare EAGLE Windows today. Why? Because if you don't have EAGLE Windows, you've settled for less!

375 East 9th
Dubuque, IA 52001
319/556-2270
Distributor Inquiries Welcome
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Joe Jazwinski, J.Z. Griffin, Inc., Hinsdale, Illinois, says, "We give our customers a choice of leading wood windows—82% choose EAGLE! In fact, I like them so well I used them in my own home. We also like the Low-E glass they offer and we use EAGLE in the smaller homes we build as well as the larger ones." The company custom designs and builds homes from 1800 sq. ft. to 14,000 sq. ft.

If You Don't Have EAGLE, You've Settled For Less.

"I like the creativity the windows offer," says Tom Kosonen, architect, Coram, New York. "The geometric utility frame as well as the standard shapes give me a lot of design flexibility. I like the low-maintenance exteriors and the insulating value of the glass, but what I really like is the wood inside rather than a vinyl—so I can do classic wood interiors or sheetrock returns. I've specified EAGLE for three years after I did a window comparison." The architect designs custom homes from $500,000 up.
Houses in progress from Mississippi to Italy reflect a variety of programmatic and formal approaches to residential design.

1 68 Convertible house addition, Harvey, La. Architects: MC², New York. A library/retreat, sleeping loft, and rooftop deck with removable canvas shelter (inspired by the client's 1968 Mustang) make up this addition to a ranch house on a small suburban lot outside New Orleans. The library is placed four feet below grade to increase privacy. The addition is built around a central column from which the upper floors are cantilevered. Construction should begin in February.

2 House on the Tallahatchie River, Leflore County, Miss. Architects: Mockbee-Coker-Howorth, Jackson, Miss. This house in rural Mississippi employs vernacular elements characteristic of the area. Living areas are concentrated in one wing, bedrooms in the other. The sculptural element at right in the elevation (2b) is a set of gourds hollowed out for purple martins. Construction begins in February.

(continued on page 34)
2 Private Studio, Venice, Calif.
Architects: William Adams Architects, Santa Monica, Calif. This private apartment with office and storage space occupies a triangular parking lot at a major intersection in Venice. The building is divided into two volumes—a storage building (2b, bottom left) and a studio, on the corner (2b, upper right; 2a) linked by a second-floor lap pool and sun deck. To preserve privacy, light is filtered into the studio through skylights and translucent glass; the only view windows are located on the second level facing the lap pool. The structure’s cladding, inspired by the industrial character of the area, is of reinforced concrete panels, concrete masonry, and Cor-Ten steel. Construction will begin in 1989.
(continued from page 33)

In Progress (continued from page 33)
1 House at Buzzards Bay, South Dartmouth, Mass. Architects: Brian Healy, in association with Charles B. Crowley III, Cambridge, Mass. Sited on a sloping wooded lot overlooking Buzzards Bay, this house contains an upper wing (1b, right) for the family’s children and their guests, and a lower wing for the owners and their guests (1b, left). A series of three outdoor courts, beginning with the entry court at far right (1b), provide increasing levels of privacy. In the upper wing, bedrooms are placed below the L-shaped, window-walled living area. The lower wing’s drumlike structure is a two-story living area; an attached rectangular piece contains the master suite. The structures are clad in board-and-batten siding and standing-seam metal roofing. The house will be under way in the spring of 1989.

(continued on page 36)
Axis

PROOF THAT GOOD DESIGN ENDURES

Axis seating has found a niche in noteworthy installations around the world since its introduction almost two decades ago. In the words of Giancarlo Piretti, its designer, "It has a simplicity that belies the inherent functionalism. I think that is why it has caught on among architects. It does everything they want, with style."

Axis' style and function are wide-ranging and adaptable. Straight or curved row applications. Fixed or flip-up seats. Moveable, floor- or riser-mounted bases. Upholstered, wood or poly seats and backrests. Arms, tablet arms, tables, bookracks, audio equipment housing and aisle lights.

For details, write KI, P.O. Box 8100, Green Bay, WI 54308-8100, or call us at (414)468-8100.
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In Progress (continued from page 34)

1 Casa Marabini, Romagna, Italy. Architects: USA Group, New York. This second home for a single woman is set on a small lot bounded by an apple orchard. The grid of the orchard is the inspiration for a motif of "tension between ordered and free nature." An artificial hill covered with pine trees hides the pool area from the road. The outer volume of the house is a sienna-colored stucco box, inside of which the actual inhabited volume is rendered in blue stucco. The ground floor is given over to a gallery of art works by the client's friends, including many drawings by Carlo Scarpa. The second floor contains living and dining areas, the top floor a master bedroom suite.

2 Project X, New York. Architects: Frank Lupo and Daniel Rowen, New York. A 25' x 100' lot in Soho is the setting for this art gallery topped by a private residence for the gallery's owner (evoking, the architects say, the neighborhood custom of merchants living above their stores). The residence, which is set back from the street, consists of living, dining, and kitchen areas on the third floor, a master suite with exercise room on the fourth, and a rooftop terrace. Elements such as the cylindrical stair tower and the sculptural façade (2a, center) are designed to differentiate the building in scale and character from its surroundings. The façade is composed of granite veneer, stucco panels, and aluminum windows.
It's easy to improve almost any business by using Sunbrella awnings, canopies or other treatments. Because there's no prettier way to give a facade a facelift or make an interior more inviting.

And using Sunbrella is good for your business, too. Because nothing pleases your clients more than our beautiful looks, tough performance and long-lasting style.

Choose From The Broadest Selection In The Industry. From bold, bright stripes, solids and patterns to subtle pastels, Sunbrella's got exactly the look you want. In fact, we offer 68 colors, far more than any other acrylic canvas fabric can boast!

Plus, it's easy to clean—just rinse with soap and water.

Sunbrella comes with a five-year limited warranty that no other acrylic fabric can match!
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INTRODUCING 'COLOR + COLOR'

More than ever before. 108 solid colors. 8 different finishes, including 5 totally new ones. The most advanced technology in laminate finishes enhances all our colors. Our improved matte finish makes our solids brighter, crisper, and more consistent. They not only look better, they feel better, too. It all adds up to the most comprehensive and progressive palette in laminate.

We've also created COLOR + COLOR, a revolutionary color selection system to make using this palette even easier.

COLOR + COLOR divides the colorways into six families, positioning them according to their chroma and value. The presenter contains samples of the full range of Formica® brand laminate finishes, as well as complete specifications and ordering information.

COLOR + COLOR is a tool you'll use again and again for every laminate specification.

For additional information call your local Formica brand products distributor or write to: Formica Corp. One Stanford Road, Piscataway, NJ 08854.
NEW COLORS, NEW FINISHES.
NEW Sol-Lo™ Technology... (Solid-State Low Voltage)

Lutron introduces Sol-Lo dimming technology, the only dimmer technology expressly developed for electronic (solid-state) transformer low voltage lighting.

In response to the need to control electronic low voltage lighting, Lutron developed special Sol-Lo dimming circuitry after an extensive engineering research and development program.

Sol-Lo technology is now available in these Lutron products:

Specification Grade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nova T°C, NTELV-300 300W capacity</th>
<th>Nova, NELV-450 450W capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Designer Style

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skylark, SELV-300P &amp; SELV-303P 300W capacity</th>
<th>Skylark, SELV-300P &amp; SELV-303P 300W capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Quiet Dimming of Electronic Low Voltage Fixtures

All Lutron Sol-Lo technology dimmers feature:
- Advanced circuitry for quiet dimming—without annoying transformer or lamp buzz.*
- Overload protection, voltage compensation and short circuit protection.
- Soft-start—helps extend lamp life.

Call the Lutron toll-free Hotline for a free Guide to Dimming Low Voltage Lighting (describes dimming ELECTRONIC and MAGNETIC low voltage lighting).

For help with applications, systems layout or installation call the Lutron Hotline toll-free:
(800) 523-9466  (800) 222-4509 (Pennsylvania)
(215) 282-3800 (Outside U.S.A.)

*Typical fixture is inaudible in a quiet room of 27dBA at a distance of 3 feet.

Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
205 Suter Rd.
Coopersburg, PA 18036 U.S.A.
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PA Calendar

Exhibitions

Through December 30

Through January 3

Through January 7

Through January 8

Through January 8

Through January 16

Through January 23

Through January 31
Frank Lloyd Wright and the Johnson Wax Buildings: Creating a Corporate Cathedral. Chicago Historical Society, Chicago (see PA, April 1986, p. 27).

Through February 6
O'Hare—Airport on the Prairie: Photographs by Robert Burley. Chicago Historical Society, Chicago.

Through February 12
The Architecture of the Synagogue. German Architecture Museum, Frankfurt, West Germany.

Through February 15
Peter Cook and Christine Hawley: "Metamorphosis." ZAES, San Francisco.

Through December 1991

December 22–February 19
Art Nouveau in Munich: Masters of Jugendstil. Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

January 28–February 3

February 9–April 4

Competitions

January 13
Entry deadline, Biennial Interior Design International Awards. Contact Guy Roukaerts, AGB Exhibitions Ltd., Audit House, Field End Road, Eastcote, Middlesex HA4 9LT England.

January 15
Entry deadline, Austin Bridge Lighting Competition. Contact Competition Advisor, Austin 150 Commission, P.O. Box 2990, Austin, Texas 78769 (512) 499-2000.

January 16

February 6
Entry deadline, Innovations in Housing. Contact Innovations in Housing, Dept. 200-078 PA, P.O. Box 11700, Tacoma, Wash. 98411 (206) 565-6600.

February 15
Entry deadline, Competition Diomede, an open competition to design a passage uniting the two Diomede Islands in the Bering Strait. Contact Competition Diomede, P.O. Box 746, Seattle, Wash. 98111-0746 (206) 325-9114.

Conferences

January 12–17

January 20–23

January 23–27
Critical Regionalism, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, Calif. Contact Prof. S. Amourou, Institute for International Studies, California State Polytechnic University, 3801 West Temple Ave., Pomona, Calif. 91768-4048 (714) 869-2682.

February 23–25

Child's Chair from the Struve Gallery's Gerrit Rietveld exhibition.
Somewhere between the two extremes shown here, there's a Marvin window that's just right for your next project.

One that combines the right size with the right style. One that combines precisely the right features. Maybe even a one-of-a-kind Marvin window you design yourself.

You see, at Marvin, we make windows to order. We don't build and warehouse a few popular shapes and sizes. We don't limit our line to a few standard feature packages. And, because we make windows to order, your size or style is never out of stock.

By making windows to order, we extend our line to the limits of your imagination. We give you more sizes, more styles, more features and more options. You decide how simple or extravagant to be. You tell us what features to build in.

You also get Marvin's made-to-order craftsmanship and quality. Every time. Dollar for dollar, feature for feature, nobody offers a wider or more complete line of windows. Nobody ever will.

How much Marvin window is enough? As much as it takes to convince you that made-to-order makes other manufacturing methods obsolete.

For more information call 1-800-346-5128 (in MN, 1-800-552-1167; in Canada, 1-800-263-6161) or write, Marvin Windows, Warroad, MN 56763.
"The DPIC education program has caused us to do continuing education, at the most basic contract level, that we probably wouldn't have gotten around to doing as a whole group. There may have been a person here or there that would have been enthusiastic about it, but their premium credit program requires all partners and technical staff to participate and take the exams. So, without the program, I think it would have been unlikely we would have gotten 100% participation. But because it is required, we do get it. In fact, we are considering making the DPIC tests, including reading the book, a requirement for all staff.

I can’t imagine anybody not participating in the educational program, because of the cost savings aspect of it. I mean, let alone the fact that it can help your practice.

I think we've saved on the order of $30,000 over two or three years. We've found DPIC's premiums, with and without the education program, to be generally competitive, so we do regard it as a savings.

You might find another carrier that could provide the same insurance for that net amount. But I think DPIC has been conscientious, in not saying, 'OK, we’ll lower our price and forget about the educational program', and I think that speaks well for them."
PA Practice

Law: Proving a Delay

In a majority of jurisdictions contractors and subcontractors may file delay damage claims against architects or engineers for negligent professional performance in the design of a project. The courts, however, have generally required precise proof of damages resulting from a delay. Unfortunately for the design professions, there have been recent legal decisions that liberalize this approach by accepting proof that may fail to satisfy traditional evidentiary requirements. Illustrative of this flexible approach is the decision of the Supreme Court of Washington, in the case of Seattle Western Industries, Inc. v. The David A. Mowat Company.

This case arose out of a bridge reconstruction project in the State of Washington. The City of Everett had contracted with an engineering firm to analyze the proposed renovation of a bridge, to develop design alternatives, and to complete a final design for the project. Following the selection of a design, the City engaged the general contractor who was to be responsible for verifying dimensions. The general contractor subcontracted the steel fabrication and erection portion of the project and required that the subcontractor make the field measurements.

The engineer's design called for the fabrication of new trusses that would support an expanded roadway. The engineer, however, assumed that the vertical members of the existing trusses

Products Industry: Productware

Building product manufacturers must be able to speak the language of the architectural community. With a majority of architectural firms now using computers for everything from code analysis to working drawings, many manufacturers are rushing to learn the language of automation and its marketing dialect.

To date, the number of manufacturers using computers as a new sales communication medium is still relatively small. But as the computerized customer base reaches a critical density, more manufacturers are realizing that the medium can be an effective method for reaching targeted markets.

I refer to computerized building product sales tools as "productware."

(continued on page 46)

Specifications: Using Databases

Somehow books on a shelf are reassuring. We can see them, hold them, browse from page to page, or turn quickly from an index to needed information. Our ease in using books reflects deeply embedded patterns that will not change easily. We cling to our familiar ways.

But change seems inevitable. An article in this column in the September 1988 issue of PA described the genesis of information databases for the construction industry—and some of the new technology that is shaping them. It implied that our method

(continued on page 48)

Practice Points

Eight "superstates," according to the U.S. Department of Commerce, dominate the American economy: California, Pennsylvania, Illinois, New York, Texas, Florida, Ohio, and New Jersey. They produce more goods and services than the other 42 states and the District of Columbia combined and are considered to be good targets for firms thinking of relocating, expanding, or diversifying.

Firms that use CADD for at least some of their work report higher profits, according to "The 1988 Financial Performance Survey for Design Firms" by Birnberg & Associates, Chicago. However, these same firms also reported slightly higher overhead.

Firms should pursue clients rather than projects, advises the A/E Business Review. Following the 80/20 rule—20 percent of the clients generally account for 80 percent of the work—firms can lower marketing costs, create a greater percentage of repeat business, and produce a predictable growth pattern.

In the top 15 U.S. markets, foreign investors control 13.5 percent of the office space, according to a workshop sponsored jointly by the U.S. National Institute of Building Sciences and the Laboratory of Architecture and Planning at M.I.T. Japan's investment in U.S. real estate might rise to $20 billion by 1990.

A 4 percent decrease in construction contracting is expected in 1989, down to $241 billion from this year's level, predicts McGraw-Hill Information Services. Rising interest rates and high vacancies will contribute to the fall. Nonresidential construction overall is expected to drop 8 percent, with retail building declining 18 percent.

Law: Norman Coplan shows how delay damages can mount.

Products Industry: Michael Chusid looks at companies' use of databases.

Specifications: William Lohmann looks at architects' use of databases.
were plumb. Several months later it was discovered that those vertical members were in fact oriented perpendicular to the sloped bridge roadway, which resulted in a 4 1/2-inch variance at the bridge piers. The subcontractor had commenced cutting and assembling the new trusses, and when the discrepancy was discovered, was ordered to change the vertical members of the new trusses from plumb to perpendicular.

The steel fabricating company sued the engineer, contending that it had sustained delay damages not only on this project, but on another project that was to commence upon the completion of the bridge. The company claimed that it was not equipped or staffed to conduct two such projects simultaneously.

To prove its damages, the subcontractor first presented evidence that it was not possible to segregate the cost of reworking the trusses from its normal contract costs. It then sought to rely upon a method of calculation of delay damages known as "the total cost method," which consists of subtracting the bid on the project or the estimated cost of completion from the actual total cost. Many courts have viewed this approach as one of last resort, permitted where no better method of proving damages was available. The objections to this method are that it assumes that the initial bid was fair and reasonable and that it ordinarily fails to take into account cost overruns that are unconnected with the alleged negligence of the defendant. To overcome the latter objection, the subcontractor subtracted from the calculation costs it or its subcontractors caused.

To establish its damages on the second project, the subcontractor offered evidence that it was required to expend 6000 more man-hours for that project than for an almost identical project for the same client. Damages were therefore measured by the cost of the additional man-hours.

The court, in upholding a jury verdict in favor of the subcontractor against the engineer, first pointed out that there was ample evidence to establish the fact of damage. The two projects had to proceed simultaneously, stated the court, in a shop that was not equipped to handle such a volume of work. The work was done later in the year and under more adverse weather conditions than had been planned. And much of the work was done in temporary shelters, with pieces of steel moved between the main shop, the temporary facilities, and the concrete pad on which the plan had been diagrammed for custom fitting. To complete both projects, it was necessary to work around the clock.

The court emphasized that the difficulty of calculating damages should not be confused with proof of damage. Once the fact of damage has been established by a preponderance of the evidence, said the court, "the plaintiff is obligated to produce only the best evidence available which will afford the jury a reasonable basis for estimating the dollar amount of his loss. So long as the jury is not left to speculate or conjecture, it has a wide latitude in calculating damages." Thus, despite the fact that the jury's estimate of damages was based upon inferences to be drawn from comparisons that were not fully objective, the court concluded that the proof was sufficient to support the jury's findings.

This decision is of concern not only because of the court's acceptance of the "total cost method," but because it did not even discuss the fundamental issue of whether engineers, and by extension architects, should be liable for damages because of delays in projects other than those in which they are involved.

Norman Coplan

The author is a partner in the New York law firm of Bernstein, Weiss, Coplan, Weinstein & Lake.

Products

The first productware to be developed has been electronic versions of existing guide specifications and product details. By eliminating the chore of inputting data, manufacturers are hoping their diskettes will find a way into an architect's library of master specifications and standard details. It is fairly simple to translate a guide specification into the variety of word-processing systems most commonly used by specifiers. But it remains an expensive proposition for manufacturers to provide easy-to-use libraries of CAD details, especially since data cannot be moved directly between some of the most widely used CAD systems.

While diskettes with specifications and details can save an architect valuable time, a more significant use of the computer's power lies in the development of proprietary product selection databases, expert systems, and engineering programs. These programs typically present a user with a menu of product performance parameters. Based on the user's input, the computer then searches a database of the manufacturer's products and systems and offers recommendations about the most appropriate products to use. Some programs can then produce a custom specification or schedule. And if an architect needs assistance in evaluating alternatives, many programs also offer interactive product tutorials. Products for which this type of manufacturer-produced software is available range from laminated glass and fire stopping to luminaires and ventilators.

When properly programmed, productware should do more than just sort data. It should help designers and specifiers become better decision makers. The rampant growth in building technologies and changes in product availability can contribute to decision-making anxiety. Productware can help relieve this syndrome by performing data-crunching tasks.

Producing and distributing productware on their own, manufacturers can also place proprietary information in one or more of the product-information systems now available or under development. The difference between self-publishing and buying space in a product-information system is analogous to the difference between a manufacturer distributing product notes and going into Sweet's Catalog File. A product-information system offers features like indexing and expanded product search capabilities but requires the manufacturer to adhere to prescribed formats.

Until the nascent computerized product data systems become more widely subscribed to, they pose a difficult marketing dilemma for manufacturers. When will the time be right to buy "advertising" space in a computer database? Which of the emerging databases will survive the inevitable shakeout to become dominant in the market? Are databases in addition to, or replacements for, traditional product literature? How will the systems affect the role of the sales representatives?

Another preliminary marketing observation is that productware can be used very effectively in direct-mail advertising. Conventional direct mail brochures and letters can be easily overlooked, but few architects can resist the temptation to stick a new diskette into the computer to see what it can do.

One feature of the new product-information systems that has caught the attention of manufacturers is their ability to carry on two-way communications between suppliers and specifiers. Most of the systems under development have provisions to collect feedback about how often a manufacturer's products are called up from the database and on what projects they have been specified. Before these systems achieve widespread acceptance among architects, their publishers will have to assure users that sensitive project and client information will remain confidential. Also, users will want assurances that the systems' lead tracking will not bring an unwanted flood of calls from salesmen. Still, the benefits are significant: The on-line communications capabilities of some systems can be used for electronic order entry and have the potential for data sharing among designer, dealer, manufacturer, contractor, and facility manager.

If productware fulfills its promise of improved access to data, better communication and decision making, and increased efficiency, then architects stand to gain. Architects need to help manufacturers understand the impact computers are having on practices and encourage companies to develop the types of productware that will help us get full benefit from our computers and from their products.

Michael T. Chusid

The author is an architect and a consultant to building product manufacturers.
NEW SPACE, NEW OFFICE, ON TIME...

With Precast/Prestressed Concrete

The building must be ready. The space available and productive—on time. With precast/prestressed concrete you can keep your space program on schedule. Quick construction time, advantageous interim financing and on time occupancy are only three of the precast/prestressed concrete benefits package. The appearance of your new building is limited only by the imagination. Energy efficiency is a given. Fire protection is a promise. Precast/prestressed concrete is the beautiful and economical way to complete your space program on schedule.

Your next office building... think about it in concrete terms.

PCI
Prestressed Concrete Institute, 175 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, IL 60604
Phone: (312) 786-0300 Fax: (312) 786-0353

PCI Plant Certification—Your guarantee of confirmed capability to produce quality precast/prestressed concrete products.
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Specifications (continued from page 45)

ods of managing information will change dramatically in the near future because of them. Certainly, computer storage of vast amounts of information is becoming more feasible. Computer equipment costs continue to drop. Storage media such as magnetic disks, optical laser disks, and memory chips are increasingly efficient, squeezing thousands of images on the head of a pin, so to speak. Data can be organized in enhanced relational databases and "hypermedia" neural networks. It is now possible to store and correlate drawings, photographs, video images, and sound with familiar text and numbers. Can three-dimensional holograms and live transmission access be far ahead? The relative benefit of extensive information storage, however, is directly proportional to the ease of retrieving it. Accessibility is essential, hence the present focus of database users on refining methods of using them. Three-dimensional holograms range from simple searching, formatting, sorting (alphabetically, numerically, chronologically, whatever), and keyword sifters to sophisticated query functions that approach the ultimate goals of artificial intelligence, such as analysis and deduction. Standard report software developed by computer manufacturers is being supplanted by tailored programs for a particular field. They are created by people who are more familiar with their own information needs and logical ways of organizing them.

The "expert system," one knowledge-processing technique, is of particular interest to specifiers because its structure closely parallels the work habits and thought patterns of specifiers. It has been defined as software that enables a computer to mimic the decision-making powers of human beings. The specification-generation component of "System George," marketed by Active English Information Systems, Inc., and "SweetSpec," a master specification program to be released by McGraw-Hill early in 1989, are functioning examples of the specification expert system.

An expert system structure is basically a framework, created by experts in a field, which captures their expertise in a question/answer hierarchy and in linkages between elements of information in a related database or databases. Many expertise tracks can be devised to utilize a single database. The user is led through successive display screen menus with a series of logical questions that trigger options in the database. The process can narrow progressively to a final answer (as in product selection), display comprehensive references (for a bibliographic search), or gather selected, coordinated, formatted text into a single file for final editing (now known as specification writing). Thus, "System George" translates on-screen responses into text and images drawn from its own extensive computer and CD-ROM databases. The "SweetSpec" system interfaces with a monitored database of AIA "MasterSpec" master specification text. The resultant product from both systems is a pre-edited specification document.

Expert systems can also be used for diagnosis, classification, decision support, prediction, scheduling, and other decision-making functions. Next year in the construction industry, McGraw-Hill will be releasing "SweetSearch" for building product selection, and CSI will be marketing CONstruction Information (CONI) in collaboration with CADIS, Inc. "SweetSearch" will enable architects, engineers, and contractors to search for building products by design characteristics and will generate profiles of all products in the system that meet those requirements. The profiles will summarize the descriptive information found in the familiar green catalogs. "CONI" will be an access and retrieval system for construction management, planning, and maintenance information. Eventually, it will integrate the resources of several large on-line databases.

Such systems are totally dependent on the validity and completeness of the database and access structure, of course. Incorrect or obsolete data, missing or erroneous linkages, gaps in the hierarchy, and computer glitches may be invisible to the user, and only an experienced person will detect flawed results. Unfortunately, responsibility for the end product will continue to reside with the hapless user for the foreseeable future. But the benefits of harnessing the new technology are worth the risk. William Lohmann

The author is Specifications Manager at Murphy/Jahn in Chicago.

GNI-Joist® & Gang-Lam® LVL...

MiTek Wood Products, Inc. offers Architects and Specifiers the best in computer engineered wood products!

Gang-Lam LVL and GNI-Joists...

• Give design flexibility with a wide selection of depths, spans and load-carrying capacity
• Are manufactured to exact specifications, resulting in less jobsite waste and culling
• Provide for simple attachment of hangers and hardware
• Have major building code acceptances

In addition, GNI-Joists are lightweight and easy to install. And their stability and "true" dimensions give the strong, quiet floor you so desire.

Long lengths and high-strength and stiffness make MiTek Wood Products the Designer's Strong Choice! See our Sweet's Catalog in the General Building, Homebuilding & Renovation files or contact...

MiTek Wood Products, Inc.
730 NW 107th Avenue, Suite 400. Miami, Florida 33172
(305) 223-9105. (800) 999-9105. FAX (305) 559-5305

( formerly Gang-Nail Systems/Wood Products Division)

MiTek Wood Products, Inc.
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The traditional downlight isn't the answer. It was never meant for an office full of VDTs.

The office at 10 p.m., done right: evenly-lit ceilings and upper walls keep the surroundings cheerful, minimize eyestrain by preventing bright glare spots that overpower VDT readouts.

Most of today's lighting simply wasn't designed for today's office.

Now partitioned furniture systems block off the light, energy codes demand lower light levels and VDT screens cause eyestrain.

Even the most sophisticated low-brightness downlights dictate the exact placement of computer terminals. If you rearrange the work stations, bright spots of glare appear on the screens.

These problems don't exist in the office shown below. The difference comes from a highly-engineered indirect lighting system that's based on a better understanding of what office lighting should do.

Keeping glare off the VDTs

There's been much talk about "ergonomic lighting" lately, especially for VDT installations.

Downlighting isn't the answer, even though over 90% of America's offices use it. Any down light puts a bright light source in an unlit ceiling. The resulting strong contrast produces glare on any reflective surface: the cover of a magazine, a polished desk top or, unfortunately, a VDT screen.

To correct the problem, you need an indirect system designed with exceptionally wide distribution. This produces an evenly-lit ceiling which reflects as a soft, barely-noticeable veil. Since the VDT's don't reflect hot spots from the fixtures, workers are more comfortable. And since the screens can face in any direction, the floor plan becomes flexible.

There's a research study from a major university that discusses this in depth. Ask us and we'll send you the results.

Getting good light on the work surfaces

Footcandle levels tell us how much light there is on the work surfaces, but they don't tell us how much light we think there is. And if we don't think there's enough light, there isn't.

Another recent university study offered an important new insight: if you add a low-brightness visible source to an indirect fixture, you'll immediately perceive 10% to 25% more light.

We'll be happy to send you those results, too. They show how much the visible strip of low brightness lens on the fixture in this picture actually does. It spreads the light evenly over the ceiling and upper walls and, just because it's there, it creates a higher level of perceived illumination.

The fixtures in the photo are 6" Round High Efficiency Softshine Indirect by Peerless. Under ceilings 8'/6" or higher, Softshine Indirect fixtures give more good light per watt than any other fixtures made. Research computers at Peerless generated this diagram to show how the fixture's lensed optics distribute the light facet by facet into precisely the right viewing areas.

The new answer: lensed indirect fixtures. They deliver even, glare-free illumination enhanced by the sparkle of a low-brightness lens.

No other fixture in the world has been so carefully designed for the exact purpose of lighting a workspace.

Peerless invented and patented it. Only Peerless makes it.

It's the lighting of the future. If you'd like to see what else the future holds, just call.

---

PEERLESS LIGHTING BOX 2556 BERKELEY CA 94702-0522 • 1415 594-2790

"PEERLESS" AND "SOFTSHINE" ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF PEERLESS LIGHTING CORPORATION. COPYRIGHT © 1987 PEERLESS LIGHTING CORPORATION
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Looking for a striking effect? Nevamar's Contours Collection™ tambours bring exciting dimension to flat surfaces. But they can also wrap around curved surfaces with dramatic results. Contours is available in high gloss laminates, real wood and polished or patterned metallics and a variety of profiles, including three new items shown at right. Made-to-order options with low minimums give you even more design flexibility. Bend a little... or play it straight. It's a whole new dimension with Contours. For samples, call 1-800-638-4380. In Maryland, call 1-800-233-9485. Nevamar Corporation, 8339 Telegraph Road, Odenton, Maryland 21113.
skill in accomplishing that step. Jim Murphy
Architect Mark Mack expands and domesticates an eccentric owner-designed house on a spectacular hillside site.

ECCENTRICITY is as characteristic of the San Francisco Bay area as are panoramic views. Both of these local phenomena are evident in the house far up in the Berkeley hills that Jim and Laura Baum bought in 1985.

For its original owner-designer-builder, Judd Boynton, this house was the culmination of a life identified with these hills. Boynton had grown up in a set of Classical pavilions called the Temple of the Wings, built by his parents in 1914 and designed by Bernard Maybeck. The family dressed in Classical garb, dined on nuts and berries, and danced in the manner of the Oakland-born Isadora Duncan, whom Boynton's mother knew. As an adult Boynton bought hillside land south of the Temple and began to build houses for himself and his neighbors, often using concrete floor slabs and even concrete walls for fire protection. His own last house, built in the 1960s on a site perched high above the Berkeley campus and surveying the entire bay, was his most ambitious.

The house began as one great room with a kitchen at one end, built on a concrete pad cantilevered out over the slope, plus a bathroom leanto. After a couple of years, Boynton added two bedrooms and a second bath and started building a workshop shed to the north of the house. East of the house was a patch of level ground bounded by a tall concrete retaining wall.

After buying the property from Boynton's widow, the Baums lived in the house as it was for about a year and considered how they would add to it. Their search for an architect led them to Mark Mack, whose work seemed to have an affinity for Boynton's primitive directness.

Mack recalls being nonplussed on his first visit, particularly when he viewed the main 27' x 40' space and saw the enormous wood roof beams (of uncertain provenance, but probably from a railroad trestle or mining headframe). He recalls, "I did not even open my portfolio, because there was nothing that seemed relevant."

The year-long design process that followed involved a three-way communication between the architect, the owners, and the general contractor. Mack worked up two basic schemes for the remodeling-addition: one based loosely on the Bay Region tradition and one truer to Mack's own approach (see page 56). The Baums chose the latter. While both the original construction and Mack's additions appear to be simple volumes, neither the rehabilitation of the old portions nor the minimal detailing of the additions was easy to execute, and the participation of a sympathetic contractor was essential to the outcome. The fine-tuning of colors and interior details was done largely on the site, with the owners actively involved.

At the very least, Boynton's design was a hard act to follow. The Baums feel that the primitive quality of his work was the result of careful study. "He was always working toward the perfect living space—for him, of course," observes Jim Baum. "You can't be in that big room very long and not realize that a sensitive mind was at work in its design." However, the big volume was a self-contained statement, leading nowhere; as Mack saw the challenge, it was to achieve a continuity between old and new and integrate the whole with the site.

While Mack's design nearly doubles the size of the house, it respectfully—but not subserviently—skirt the original structure. With two small children, the Baums needed a master bedroom, and they wanted a larger kitchen-dining area, though still an extension of the main living space. A studio takes the place of the never-completed shed to the north. The new master bath "was definitely a fantasy fulfillment," says Laura Baum, "but it was Mark's inspiration to put it against the back retaining wall and give it the feeling of an archaeological discovery."

One of the great achievements of the design is that, as you move through the spaces, you sense the house as an organism with a circulatory system, rather than a set of elements simply connected for convenience. The alternative routes—directly along the corridor that leads from kitchen at the south to studio at the north, less directly through living room or through the back courtyard and bath—all proceed clearly, with oblique views that clarify the plan of this potentially confusing complex. Bedrooms, guest room, dressing and toilet rooms are all discretely located off these paths.

Primitive and Less Primitive

Although Boynton's rough concrete and heavy timbers would have put off most homebuyers, the Baums were attracted to their primitive qualities.
The architect explored two ways to address the strong regional character of the existing house, which he was asked to remodel and substantially enlarge for new owners. The first approach (sketch of entry front, top right) was to use simple, squared-off volumes and a palette of materials—stucco on wood frame—found in Mack's previous work and respectful of the primitive qualities of the original house. The second approach (sketches of entry front and courtyard, middle and lower right) shows a more conscious acknowledgment of the regional roots of the original owner-builder's design through more faithful continuation of its basic materials—wood above concrete—and low-pitched roofs with broad eaves.

While the basic layout was agreed upon early, Mack developed the alternate schemes for the envelope in tandem to the point where the clients were able to choose between them. Despite strong affection for the original house, they chose the scheme that was closer to their architect's own work. Reflecting on the two schemes, Mack believes that the more traditional one lacked strength—though it was more thoroughly integrated with the original structure—because it was too accommodating. Mack believes that it was important to observe what he terms "the markings" of the original design while altering its direction to reflect its enlarged envelope and the needs of the current owners. In its new state, the house is a valuable commentary on the uses of regionalism. By respectfully but firmly stating the present through the use of strong color and more cubic volumes, he feels that he has actually reinforced the rugged vitality of the original.

In plan (bottom right) the house has grown to embrace the whole hillside terrace carved out by the original owner-builder. Kitchen and guestroom/garage wings frame a new main entrance; a studio replaces the original owner's workshop; a new deck and covered porch mediate between the house and the limitless view to the west. The new extensions frame courtyards, following a Bay Region tradition.
For Mack, who has also favored primitivism, but of a less rugged kind, the existing palette of materials was an excellent starting point. The board-formed back wall of the living room was extended, and a similar wall built between the kitchen and the main entrance; new concrete fireplaces were added in the living room, kitchen, and master bedroom; wood roof rafters—though not as colossal as the living room beams—are built-in. Another concern in the overall design was to mix standard components such as wood window sash and doors with custom elements such as enameled aluminum sash. Materials given custom treatment were the rough plaster, mosaic tile, and the stained wood cabinetry, doors, and trim. The palette of Mack's materials serves to domesticate Boynton's rudimentary construction.

The strong colors applied here also have a mitigating effect on Boynton's stark palette. Mack says that the colors for each of his projects are chosen to fit the situation. Here he proposed strong red, turquoise, yellow, and gray; the Baums preferred true blue to turquoise, yielding a set of primaries that Mack had not used before, but found effective. Actually, different shades of red and blue are used in different situations, yet are perceived as the same colors recurring.

Having participated in a long period of orientation to the place, as well as design and construction of their house, the Baums are in no hurry to furnish it definitively. And the extensive built-in storage and counter space give them well-appointed spaces even with little furniture. To their credit, the inheritors of Judd Boynton's personal vision have carried it forward in a new and vital form.

Sally B. Woodbridge
The author, an architectural historian and writer, is PIA's San Francisco area correspondent.

A striking aspect of the house's original central block (right in photo above) is that its vast roof slopes parallel to the hillside, a gesture that responds to glare and wind from the west but tends to limit the panoramic view. Mack has maintained this slope for the master bedroom and its porch (left in photo above), but sloped the roofs of other wings in various directions (top left). Seen from the new deck (top right), the wedgelike forms of Mack's kitchen and dining additions counter the roof angle of the original block.
The red stucco walls of the entrance front are echoed by the red plaster—of a softer, mottled shade—inside the stepped entry passage (above). The massively framed original living room (facing page, top) appears little altered except for a new fireplace by Mack that brings the recurring red plaster into this room. Not apparent is the new ¼-inch tempered glass or the replacement of the concrete floor surface and the radiant tubes under it. Furnishings shown here are not final. The circulation spine behind the living room’s inner concrete wall (facing page, middle left) leads north toward the new porch and studio and south toward the expanded kitchen (facing page, middle right), which carefully meets the Baums’ specifications. In the dining area (facing page, bottom photos) paint-stained cabinets by Linda Parrish follow the sloping materials joint that also forms the sills of Mack’s angular windows; as on the exterior, this geometry recalls the natural slope and directs attention toward the view.
Behind the concrete back wall of the vast living room (top left) is the corridor that originally led to two bedrooms that share a bath. Now it has been extended to the added master bedroom (top right); a concrete fireplace here, as in the dining area, buttresses the space on the view side and counters expanses of glass in bad weather. Opening from the central courtyard like the empluvium of a Roman villa, the bathroom (photos above and facing page) is clad in mosaic tile of pale, watery hues. The strong geometry of the tile elements and their integration with the existing concrete retaining wall suggest that the ensemble was carved out of the hillside; the ragged edge of the tilework makes it appear to be peeled back to expose the concrete. The lavatory counter (above right), like other counters in the dressing area and kitchen, is of cast concrete by Buddy Rhodes, who uses a special coloring technique to produce cloudlike hues in his polished slabs. When the long skylight originally planned for the bath proved too expensive, Mack set five off-the-shelf skylights somewhat randomly, so that daylight bouncing off the rafters forms changing patterns on the concrete and tile.

Project: Baum house, Berkeley, Calif.
Architects: Mack Architecture, San Francisco (Mark Mack, designer/principal; Leigh Sata, project architect; Shaun Weston, Christine Macy, project team).
Client: Jim and Laura Baum.
Site: steeply sloped 16,780-sq-ft lot, with level portion carved out on uphill side of existing house.
Program: remodel existing two-bedroom house, expanding kitchen, adding master bedroom and bath, guest room and bath, studio, garage, porch, and deck. Gross floor area of completed house: 5400 sq ft.
Structural system: reinforced concrete floor slabs and retaining walls, wood framing.
Major materials: stained wood siding, stucco, board-formed concrete walls, stained concrete floors, corrugated metal roofs, aluminum windows; original living room glazing replaced with ¼-inch tempered, tinted glass (see Building Materials, p. 109).
Mechanical system: radiant concrete slab, gas-fired.
Consultants: Ken Hughes, Arlene Lombardi, structural; Warm Floors, mechanical; Subsurface Consultants, soil engineering; Energetic Systems, energy; Linda Parrish, furniture design and fabrication; Buddy Rhodes, colored concrete countertops.
General contractor: Van/Catlin Construction Co.
Costs: not available.
Photos: Richard Barnes.
A Literary House

Cited in the 1985 P/A Awards Program, this weekend house on Martha's Vineyard island by Steven Holl Architects draws inspiration from literature as well as from its austere surroundings.

“They have made a Temple, the Rafters and the Beams of which are made of Whale-Bones; for Whales of a monstrous size are oftentimes cast up dead upon that shore.” Herman Melville, Moby Dick.

“My chimney is grand seignior here—the one great domineering object... of the house; all the rest of the house... (is) accommodated not to my wants, but to my chimney’s.” Herman Melville, “I and My Chimney.”

It is to the dark, apocalyptic vision of Herman Melville as well as to its bleached, wind-swept site on Martha's Vineyard island that this weekend house responds. “There are different ways of linking a building to a site,” says its architect Steven Holl. “You can make a geometric connection to other physical objects, a historical connection to the site’s past, or a literary connection, which is what I did here.”

Holl drew specific architecture ideas from Melville’s work. The passage in Moby Dick, for example, where Melville describes how the Indians of Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard created shelter by draping hides over and within the bones of beached whales gave Holl the idea of pulling the house’s wood structure to the outside of the enclosure and hanging its skin within this skeleton. A lesser-known story by Melville entitled “I and My Chimney,” in which an old man defends the huge, center chimney of his house from his wife’s efforts at modernization, was in mind when Holl conceived of the house’s central, freestanding fireplace.

Melville’s influence also is apparent in the overall feel of the house. The open-air, seafaring life depicted in Melville’s major novels, for example, is recalled in the house’s shiplike form, which seems to float above its undulating site, at the edge of a bluff, with broad decks and a lookout offering expansive views of the ocean. And the emphasis in much of Melville’s work on life’s hardship and frailty before an unforgiving Nature finds architectural expression here in the weathered grayness of the cladding, the apparent spindliness of the structure, the unadorned spartaness of the interior, and the unshaded exposure of the house to the ocean’s wind and glare. “I wanted the house to reflect the spirit of that place,” says Holl.

He succeeded almost to a fault. People who rented the house over the summer praised its simplicity; all seemed to have a favorite detail. But they reported that the house falls somewhat short on comfort. The second floor master bedroom, they said, is too small, the absence of ceiling fixtures makes the kitchen dark at night, the orientation of the house perpendicular to the water discourages air movement, and the lack of shading on the porch
and roof decks makes those places unbearably hot during summer days.

For each of these comments, Steven Holl has an explanation. In terms of its shading, the house, he says, is “an armature, designed to have things such as canvas awnings added to it.” The perpendicular orientation, he adds, was partly determined by site constraints, including steep slopes and a large easement that could not be built upon, and partly motivated by a desire to make the house “experientially richer by providing a number of side-to-side views of the ocean rather than one head-on panorama.”

A proportional system, which Holl uses to organize most of his projects, largely constrained the size of the master bedroom. “To have the second story read as a tower or as an object on a podium,” he says, “I couldn’t make that bedroom bigger. I convinced the clients that the real room was the master bedroom and its large roof deck.” Aesthetics also drove the decision to minimize ceiling fixtures. “I wanted to keep the ceiling clear to have the roof deck read as a continuous surface.”

The questions of comfort raised by the house’s inhabitants are valid. The master bedroom is barely large enough to accommodate a double bed and a dresser or two. And the unshaded decks do get hot on a summer day (although in this summer’s heat wave, shade would have made little difference). But such criticism somehow misses the point of the house. Not only is its spartanness appropriate for a weekend house, where small spaces and few accessories translate into less maintenance, but its lack of some creature comforts, like life aboard ship in Melville’s novels, is a way of forcing one to confront some disquieting thoughts, such as the smallness and fragility of that which we build or the frailty of our own person before the power of the ocean and sun. Melville was one of the first American novelists to address directly such philosophical issues. Steven Holl shows here that this is something to which American architects also might aspire. Thomas Fisher
Berkowitz-Odgis House

Design Development
The early schematic drawings of the Berkowitz-Odgis house (middle right) depict a long, thin structure with a gabled roof and two perpendicular porches. While the design recalls the vernacular architecture of the island, Holl decided that a true connection to the spirit of the place could not be made through the form of the outside shell. In a later stage in the design (top), the long, narrow plan remains, but the house has become more Modern and more severe, with a flat roof, large glazed openings, and minimally detailed entrance canopy. The postage stamp of Melville stuck to the drawing indicates the influence his writing had begun to have on Holl’s thinking. Many aspects of the finished house are present in that early design: the roof deck, the prominent chimney, the simple wood frames, and the stepped section. But the basic idea of the house is not yet there. That, says Holl, came after he had begun thinking about skeletal framing in terms of the whale skeletons once used for shelter by the Indians on the island. The exploded axonometric (middle left) shows where that line of thought led, with the wood structure of the house becoming an exposed box frame within which are set various spaces and elements. Holl recognizes that “having a strong concept does not guarantee good architecture. It is very easy, as a design is developed, for the concept to get lost.” But here, the development of the design, if anything, strengthened the idea (plan and section, bottom). The porches along the south and west sides, for example, not only provide shading and outdoor living space, but enhance the reading of the house’s external structure. And the placing of the vertical framing members on individual concrete piles not only cost less than a perimeter foundation, but emphasizes the house’s skeletal quality. “Because we had a concept,” says Holl, “the later design and detailing were just an intensification of it.”
The east side of the house (top left) hugs the property line. Holl had intended to overlay vertical framing members along the house's east wall, but decided that that was "too heavy-handed." The south end of the house (bottom left) has the connotation of both a guard tower adjacent to the entrance porch and a lookout post, with its roof deck offering a view of the shoreline and ocean. The tower also functions as a unit, with a second-floor master bedroom and bath over a first-floor exercise room. Entry to the house is along the west side porch (top right). Holl detailed the stone steps so that they do not touch the house's wood frame; one steps onto the porch as if walking aboard a ship. The entrance door is recessed along the house's western wall, but the glass dining room door at the end of the porch, because of its location, looks as if it is the entrance and is apparently often used as such. The north porch (bottom right) is framed by a continuation of the house's structure, reduced to its most elemental parts.
The highlight of the interior is the prow-shaped dining room that extends beyond the structural frame of the house to provide views of the site and ocean (facing page, top left). The trapezoidal table and hanging fixture were designed by Holl. Acting as an organizing spine, the corridor (facing page, bottom left) cascades down from the second-floor master bedroom, past the bedrooms and kitchen, to end in the living room, with its freestanding stucco chimney and custom-designed, painted floor canvas. The house is full of other custom details. The drapery track in the living room (facing page, top right) is made of brass and supported by a corner brass rod. The kitchen range (facing page, middle right) has a custom-designed metal hood. And the light fixture by the front door (facing page, bottom right) is made of brass and translucent glass planes and recalls De Stijl sculpture. But it is the detailing of the railing (above) that is perhaps most characteristic of the house. Made of sticks of wood connected by brass rods, the balusters break out into diagonal patterns that exaggerate the stick-built quality of the house and make reference to the chinoiserie of Melville’s time.

**Project:** Berkowitz-Olgis House, Martha’s Vineyard, Mass.
**Architect:** Steven Holl Architects, New York (Steven Holl, Peter Lynch, project architects; Stephen Cassell, Peter Shinoda, assistants).
**Client:** Steven Berkowitz, Janet Olgis.
**Site:** three acres of natural shrub on a bluff overlooking Vineyard Sound.
**Program:** three-bedroom, 1600-square-foot weekend house.
**Structural system:** exposed wood frame on point foundations.

**Major materials:** cedar siding, post-and-beam framing, EPDM roofing (see Building Materials, p. 109).
**Mechanical system:** electric baseboard heating.
**Consultants:** Robert Lawson, structural; Alvin Cooke, custom steel and brass work.
**General contractor:** Doyle Construction.
**Costs:** withheld at client’s request.
**Photos:** Paul Warchol.
A tough, forbidding box designed by BAM Construction & Design conceals spacious, light-filled interiors.

Even in this marginal section of Venice, California, the building looks a little intimidating. Behind an incongruously demure white picket fence (from a house that once stood on the site), a tall, windowless facade of corrugated sheet metal doesn’t seem to deliver the domesticity promised by the residential character, however shabby, of the neighborhood. Is this a house or a warehouse?

In fact, it is equal amounts of both. Designer Brian Murphy of BAM Construction & Design, Inc., was asked by his client, actor and filmmaker Dennis Hopper, to come up with a building that would house not only Hopper himself but a theater/acting studio/screening room and ample space for his impressive collection of contemporary art. Hopper wasn’t interested in a homey-looking house; he wanted something more industrial, to reflect the building’s programmatic diversity and its utilitarian simplicity.

Function was not, however, the only reason for the house’s tough looks and armorlike exterior. The neighborhood is a rugged one—the same one in which Murphy had, six years earlier, renovated a house for fashion photographer Philip Dixon (P/A, Aug. 1982, pp. 68–71). As in the Dixon house, Murphy had to make Hopper’s house impregnable on the outside but light and expansive on the inside. Unlike the Dixon house, however, there was no existing building to work with.

An interesting contextual wrinkle is the fact that this house is built on the lot adjacent to Hopper’s former home, one of the three 1981 Indiana Avenue studios designed by Frank O. Gehry & Associates (P/A, Oct. 1986, p. 73). Murphy had renovated the interior of this studio, and at least one of his preliminary sketches for Hopper’s new house (see p. 70) shows the influence of Gehry’s fragmented forms. But the final design is an austere box that plays quietly off its dynamic neighbors.

In plan, the first floor of the 106’x32’ house is organized roughly into thirds, reflecting the programmatic organization of the house and, incidentally, echoing the organization of the Gehry-designed studios next door. Through the unassuming front door (it practically disappears into the metal facade), you enter the theater/studio, with its plywood bleachers. From the alley in back, a steel security door rolls up to reveal an open, plywood-walled courtyard, which can be used for parking, deliveries, or outdoor work space. From there, another roll-up steel door leads into the art storage room, with its 10’x10’ sliding display panels. Yet another roll-up door separates the art storage room from the studio/theater; all these doorways are big enough to drive a truck through, to meet Hopper’s art handling requirements.

From the art storage/display room, a stair, with steel railings and diamond-plate-wrapped wooden treads, leads to the second-floor living loft. An expansive space with open living, dining, and kitchen areas, it is capped by the house’s most compelling architectural feature, a hyperbolic-curved roof made of exposed, open-web truss joists. The roof, which was designed on a computer, was something that Murphy had wanted to design for a long time, but not until Hopper came along was there a client who shared Murphy’s interest. The roof rolls over the space like a wave, its skeletal complexity a powerful counterpoint to the coolness of the white-walled living areas. It is pierced by seven operable skylights, which flood the space with daylight.

While the interiors themselves are clean and uncluttered, they are punctuated here and there by Murphy’s signature, quirky twists on conventional forms and materials. Behind the freestanding fireplace, a big rectangular window, rotated 45 degrees, is reflected on the floor in the form of the fireplace hearth. The window is a sandwich of tempered glass with a middle layer of plate glass that has been shattered with a single, smart tap of a hammer on a nail. And the hearth is filled with crushed tempered glass, as if someone had smashed a couple of windshields and dumped the remains into Hopper’s living room. This crushed glass also appears pried on the glass diffuser of the dining-area light fixture, looking rather like a snowmound that glows from within.

Although the house is, indeed, a burglar’s nightmare (the windows that aren’t glass block are protected by steel pipes between exposed wood studs), you wouldn’t know it when you are inside. The spacious, airy feeling that characterizes so many industrial buildings permeates this one, and its large wall areas provide an appropriate backdrop for Hopper’s artworks. Despite its warehouselike looks and its forbidding suit of armor, this house is a home, and a comfortable one. Pilar Viladas
The evolution of the Hopper house (sketches, right) from first idea to final plans reveals an underlying, consistent tripartite division that survived through several different designs. The first scheme (1) was a relatively formalized composition in stucco that gave way to a shedlike structure clad in corrugated sheet metal (2), a large glazed area replacing the patio on the west side of the house. In the next scheme (3), the three distinct volumes of Frank O. Gehry & Associates' Indiana Avenue studios just to the west are reflected in the "breaking up" of the Hopper house into three pieces, two of which are put back together in the next scheme (4). A distinctly tripartite composition (5), related to the first scheme, ultimately gives way to another shedlike building (6), but one with a twist: the curving roof. While this sketch does not accurately reflect the location of windows in the house, it does show the series of skylights and the open courtyard at the rear of the house. The plans reveal that the tripartite organization of the first floor reflects the three distinct programmatic areas: theater/acting studio; art storage/display; and courtyard. On the second floor, the living/dining room and bedroom are separated by an open kitchen and bath. The second floor was cut away at the stair to overlook the art storage area, and in the bedroom to create a double-height space that can serve as a flyloft for the theater.
The house's rather forbidding corrugated metal exterior is protective armor against the less than friendly surrounding neighborhood (top). The building is taller than most of its neighbors, except for the Gehry studios (above right, rear view), one of which was Dennis Hopper's former home and which is now used as guest quarters. It is connected to the new house by a bridge with chain-link sides (above left). The rear façade of the house mimics that of the front, with the exception of the door, a roll-up steel security door.
A small corner balcony overlooks the open courtyard (top left), which is shaded by a series of panels made of tennis-court-shading fabric on a steel-pipe structure. A roll-up steel door opens into the art storage/display area (above right), with its stair to the living loft above (facing page). Through the art storage area, yet another roll-up door leads to the theater/studio space (above left) and back to the front door. The second floor is cut away to create double-height walls for Hopper's art collection, many pieces of which are quite large. Upstairs, the hyperbolic-curved, open-web truss joist roof is pierced by a series of skylights that bring daylight into the living areas. A view from the bedroom (top right) shows the glass bathtub that was designed by Brian Murphy and fabricated by Simon Maltby.
The dramatic roof rolls over the living areas like a wave (above left), its exposed structure contrasting sharply with the spare white walls of the interior (bedroom, above right). Designer Murphy's signature touches punctuate the space: the tree-stump tables; the shattered-glass window behind the fireplace (facing page), the shape of which is reflected in the hearth filled with crushed safety glass (top right); and the dining area light fixture (top left, fabricated by Simon Maltby), with its tempered glass diffuser and mound of crushed glass suspended by steel cables.

Project: Hopper Residence, Venice, Calif.
Designers: BAM Construction & Design, Inc., Pacific Palisades, Calif. (Brian Alfred Murphy, principal; Kaye Secomb, project architect; Fro Vakili, BAM designer).
Client: Dennis Hopper.
Site: a 5300-sq-ft lot in a residential area.
Program: 3800 sq ft of living loft, acting studio, and painting studio/art display; plus 1120 sq ft of walled courtyard area.

Structural system: slab on grade; wood stud construction, with plywood web and open web truss joists.
Major materials: corrugated sheet metal; plywood siding; drywall; glass block (see Building Materials, p. 109).
Consultants: Joseph Parrazzelli; structural.
Cost: $440,000.
Photos: Tim Street-Porter.
On a constricted but beautiful site south of Seattle, architect Stuart Silk has created a formal house that directs its attention to views beyond.

Many sites in the Seattle area are notable for their abundant water views, if not for unrestrained size. Seattle architect Stuart Silk has had to deal with a number of these blessings/constraints in his recent house commissions. This house, located on Dash Point in Kent, Washington, occupies a site with a narrow frontage on the street; the steep lot fans out toward a spectacular view of Puget Sound and the Olympic Mountains. The neighborhood, reminiscent of so many hillside communities in places like Southern California, is an amalgam of house designs varying from passable to not-so-great, and hardly inexpensive.

Faced with the limiting site geometry and the surrounding mixed styles, Silk chose a plan configuration relating three rectangles in a way that responds to the site perimeter; although the sides of the rectangles do not parallel the property lines, they attempt to mediate between the front and those boundaries. The front façade is a masterful expression that establishes the uncompromising presence of the house in the meager amount of room available. The three orthogonal shapes—two interlocking, and two touching—are joined by a roughly trapezoidal two-story central entry element, which serves as a circulation hub for the structure and allows the other pieces to rotate for orientation. The front elevation, perhaps because of its smaller scale, is far more appealing and less institutional than any of the other façades. There is very little detail or scale relief on these to alleviate the austere mood the planes of stucco evoke.

The front yard setback is delineated by a steel and stucco trellis, which forms a screen wall outside the house and serves to gather together the asymmetrical masses of the house. It is a formal, but not forbidding, entry foil for the house itself. The stucco exterior finish, with a warm, fine gravel embedded in it, has been sandblasted and resembles a lightweight aggregate concrete. Steel trusswork supports a glazed entry canopy.

Passing from the entry terrace and through the front door, the visitor begins to experience a persuasive progression along the major axis of the house. The first space, the skylighted entry rotunda, channels light from rooftop to first floor virtually in the center of the house. Silk has used a rotunda form to center the plan in previous home designs. The conical skylight is one of the main architectural elements, along with the tentlike ridge skylight over the passage that completes the formal axis between the living and dining areas. Steel railings at various locations around the entry space and stair hint at vaguely historical motifs and provide the touch of detail without which some of the leftover spaces might have become awkward or overbearing.

The adjoining passage, a peristyle between walls that form a heavy poché with punched openings, is a formal device incorporating several other design moves. Perspective is forced by bringing the walls closer together as they recede toward the exterior wall, and by a similar convergence of the skylight—in both width and height. Openings for the connecting portals widen from top to bottom. Other openings in the walls are manipulated along perspective lines from front to back of the house, by varying in shape and cut angles through the thick walls.

Both the living and dining spaces are ordered and formal, but Silk did provide room for some aberrant conditions to surface—witness the underside of the second level deck stair casually and quietly sliding across one corner of the dining area ceiling. By contrast, the family room feels less rigid, gets southwest light and northwest views, and adjoins the cheerful open kitchen area. Access to both the upper and lower levels is via a screened stair along one side of the entry knuckle.

On the lowest level are three bedrooms, a recreation room, a wine cellar, and a large—and partly accidental—storage/mixed use space that resulted from the need to remove more of the unstable earth under the garage than was anticipated. A sauna, entered from outside, was fitted into the slot at the base of the peristyle above. Because this level is not penetrated from the floor above, the large amount of space is not discernible from the living areas, and it feels like a separate apartment with views out on two sides.

The top floor is the master bedroom suite, with its own interior verandah onto the upper space in the rotunda and entry. A full bath/dressing area backs up the sleeping space, the canopy for which is a square pyramid, the third major architectural element on the roofscape. Again, the views from the bedroom area are spectacular. Adjoining the bedroom is a private deck—five risers higher, the
The formal procession through the house leads from the entry door through the rotunda (top left) into the peristyle hall (facing page); from this passage, a visitor enters either the living area to the north (top right) or the dining area to the south (above). Besides the tapered portals into these spaces, numerous punctures in the walls, both interior and exterior, bring unexpected views and perspectives. The master bedroom (above right) is capped by a canopy with another skylight and has access to an even higher deck beyond for view and sunning.

Project: Russell Residence, Kent, Wash.
Architects: Stuart Silk Architects, Seattle (Stuart Silk, project architect; Geordi Selkirk, Pierce McVey, Marc Brown, and Bruce Hayashi, project team).
Client: Dr. Kenneth Russell.
Site: sloping suburban lot, approximately 10,000 sq ft, with views beyond and nearby neighboring houses on the sides.
Program: 4800-sq-ft house with four bedrooms, kitchen, living, dining, family, and video rooms, and a three-car garage.
Structural system: concrete foundations and walls, 2' x 6' wall framing, 2' x 10' floor framing.

Major materials: standard frame construction, stucco exterior finish with sand-embedded finish coat, sand finish plaster interior walls, granite and tile floors (see Building Materials, p. 109).
Mechanical system: gas-fired forced air.
Consultants: William Shaible, structural; Marti Siler, interiors.
General contractor: Olney & Associates.
Costs: $312,000, including site work, landscaping, and interior finishes.
Photos: Michael Jensen.
Local Color

In combining a range of local precedents and exaggerating their qualities and scale, architect Steven Harris produces a refreshing take on Florida vernacular architecture.

WHAT may seem, at first glance, a bit of saucy indifference toward a quaint residential area is actually, to architect Steven Harris, an act of respect. For, despite its surface idiosyncrasies, this two-bedroom house for artist Kaye Kaufmann is a rigorous attempt, within the context of a northern Florida beach town, to engage all things familiar.

That part comes easily for Harris, who grew up nearby in the same Atlantic Beach neighborhood. His long familiarity with the area, guided by a cultured eye for urban conditions and building typologies, yielded a house that speaks forthrightly about "place."

"I tried to walk between the cartoon and the pure type," Harris says of the design that exploits the childlike image of a house. The pitch of the roof and its articulation, the house's four-squareness and its exaggerated verticality all are attempts to emphasize the perception of separate elements joined into one dwelling. "In a way, it's not a representation of a house," Harris says. "It's a representation of building types."

Those types include Atlantic Beach's rambling beachfront houses, their detached garages, the more modest indigenous houses with tall stairs leading to second-floor entries, and the ubiquitous forest ranger's lookout tower, a common sight in the Southern pine woods. Harris's references even include Bennett's Motel, an Atlantic Beach landmark that is known widely for its turquoise roof.

By his own admission, the architect was seduced by the clarity of the beach structures, particularly those that appear as accretions of single volumes, each neatly tucked under a separate roof. "One of the reasons the volumes in the house are so explicit and clear and dumb is that I am trying to use them very succinctly," Harris says. "It's like using simple words to make a complex sentence."

Client Kaye Kaufmann gave Harris a bare-bones program that, essentially, listed the number of bedrooms (two, including one that had to be separate from the main house) and required a single room for living, eating, and food preparation. "I literally said nothing else," Kaufmann reports. "I'm a potter, and I don't want anyone telling me how to make pots. So I didn't tell Steven how to design the house." Despite her facility for working in three dimensions, Kaufmann interpreted the scale model as something akin to a cottage. Harris's manipulations of scale account for most of that. Doors in the main structure are eight feet tall, with two-foot transoms above. And the stair tower and steep pitch of the roofs further exaggerate the building's verticality.

The house's interior shows the effects of his toying with scale. The main space that functions as
living/dining/kitchen area sports a 12-foot ceiling, for example. "The idea was to make one good room," says Harris. White walls serve as a neutral backdrop to the multitude of colors introduced by Kaufmann's art collection, much of which was acquired through trades with artist friends. The exhibition extends into the stair well, whose deep terra-cotta-colored walls rise to the height of the second-floor bedroom. At that point, one arrives at a landing and steps outdoors to ascend to the third-floor belvedere.

Harris's intent was to infuse the vernacular imagery with new meanings, to use the familiar pieces in a dynamic chess game. The street façade, for instance, confronts the viewer with a composition of great variety: a wooden garage, a striped concrete block studio, and a boldly colored stucco house with a sheet metal tower angled into its side. For Harris, it is the image of the beach house decomposed. But passing through the iron gate, beneath the pergola that hogs one side of the lot, one enters a different world. Here, in the garden, a strong axial organization places the landscape elements in balance. The main house seems suddenly in quiet repose. Bordered by the house, the primitive pergola, the tall and slender potting shed, and a soft garden edge, this space takes on the character of an outdoor room.

While design decisions were left to Harris, he acknowledges a debt to Kaufmann (who, for example, demanded more pigment in the stucco until the contractor used all he had and more). Likewise, architect and client recently decided to clad the living room and master bedroom walls in sheet metal at the places where the stair tower intrudes. Harris debated whether the change was too literal and decided it wasn't. That illustrates his evolving belief that "one can't be too literal in architecture or too simple." And it's what endows the Kaufmann House with a clarity that relates to the local tradition—and transcends it. Vernon Mays

The arrangement of discrete volumes in the Kaufmann House (above) recalls existing beach houses, without parroting them. Architect Steven Harris kept the vernacular precedents at arm's length in part by manipulating the scale. For a relatively tiny (1500-square-foot) house, the building looms surprisingly over its site. The street view is confrontational; the grouping of elements balances delicately between conflict and harmony.
Building for the first time in his hometown, Harris had to come to terms with a vast reservoir of collected memories. The site, a 50' x 125' parcel three blocks from the beach, was the last undeveloped lot in a dense fabric of frame houses built primarily in the 1920s. Harris decided to draw on the elements that interested him most. He studied, for example, the large beachfront houses which invariably included two-story garage/guest houses on the back side of the property, nearest the street. To him, the image of a garage serving as foreground to a house and enclosing a lawn or courtyard was a compelling and locally familiar one. The garage structures, in particular, were favorite subjects of analysis, as were a few scattered 1950s-era concrete block bungalows.

Perhaps most difficult to shake from his consciousness was the industrial character of another regional icon, the watchtowers used by forest rangers. Their stairs intrigued him most—the way they rise inside the skeletal framework until the last flight, where they shift to the outside to avoid the necessity for a trap door at the top. Harris's developmental sketches investigated the collection of fragments and the form each might take. "I was trying to explore the individual pieces and their clarity and ability to sustain themselves as a type. One is long and skinny, for example. How much of that do you have to do for it to maintain its clarity?" Early thoughts of a basilicalike form, based on southern tobacco barns, also emerge on the page. Eventually the idea was discarded, as were other notions that cropped up during Harris's iterations. "I don't do beautiful little drawings, sign them, and put them over on a stack," Harris says. "I sketch out parts. I think about organization. Then I go to hardline. Then I overlay that with something else. It goes back and forth." The final form of the house (plans at bottom) simultaneously implies a physical order while violating it. In the end, the model of a garage and main housing framing a courtyard survived.
Access to the garden is through a steel gate (dogs and palm trees compliments of the client) and along a concrete walk beneath a primitive log pergola (above left). The crude rendering of the pergola gives it a certain integrity, Harris says. "It was important to me that it be a thing to itself, and that its role as the edge of a space be almost coincidental." The rear façade (above right) is dominated by the ochre stucco surface and three overscaled doors, each with an industrial light fixture that is consciously low-design. Concealed screen doors slide from inside the wall when the sets of glass doors swing open for ventilation. Harris insisted on one bit of craftsmanship that appears in the surrounding 1920s houses: a paper-thin roof plane punctuated at its edge by the narrow profiles of rafter tips. The architectural enclosure of the garden (top left) gives it the sense of an outdoor room. It features an exercise pool, rimmed with hand-glazed tiles executed by Kaufmann, that appears decorative as much as functional. Harris calls the oversized potting shed at the rear of the site "a vernacular, low-tech, American industrial prop."
While he does little to reveal it to the casual observer, Harris placed the front door on axis with the pool and shed in back, as indicated by this view through the house (top left). Eight-foot doors and two-foot transoms for the main house were all custom fabricated. The client’s informal lifestyle called for one large living/dining/kitchen area, one end of which is furnished with an eclectic range of chairs, tables, and colorful artifacts (top right). After decades of maintaining hardwood floors, the client (an incurable dog-lover) insisted on a more durable surface. Harris specified a scored, polished concrete which contractors mistakenly installed as terrazzo. Opposite the living area is the kitchen (above left), which is detailed with ceramic tiles made by Kaufmann. Double doors swing open to ventilate the master bedroom (above right), which features 2x6 tongue-and-groove flooring of Alaskan yellow cedar.
The visual tension between elements so prevalent from the street subsides in the garden (above). Harris's attempt to engage the house into the landscape succeeds a little more each day as the wisteria, trumpet vines, climbing roses, and honeysuckle overtake the pergola and the trellis that frames the chimney.

Project: Kaufmann House, Atlantic Beach, Florida.
Architect: Steven Harris, New York.
Client: Kay M. Kaufmann.
Site: 125' x 50' suburban lot with one- and two-story bungalows immediately adjacent.
Program: 1500-sq-ft house with living/dining/kitchen functions in a single space. Studio for ceramic artist. Master bedroom in main structure. Guest room with separate entry and no direct connection to main rooms.
Structural system: wood frame.
Major materials: Alaskan Yellow Cedar, galvanized steel, integral color stucco, concrete block; painted asbestos/concrete roof shingles; terrazzo floors at ground level; 2x6 tongue-and-groove decking upstairs; painted gypsum wallboard (see Building Materials, p. 109).
Mechanical system: electric air-to-air heat pump heating and air conditioning (two systems).
Consultants: Doyle Kelly, structural engineer.
General contractor: Cornelius Construction.
Costs: withheld at owner's request.
Photos: Steven Brooke, except as noted.
Architect Sharon Odum of Cunningham Architects says that designing the Meyerson house wasn't like the "design, bid, build" process followed for most construction. "We went with the flow, following up things suggested by the building and by the craftsmen, who had a lot of creative ideas," she says. The project called for adapting a three-story electrical substation (three photos, right) into a single-family residence organized like a 1920s mansion (drawings far right). The building stood empty for 20 years, and the clean-up process was laborious. But when workers stripped the brick and steel of the interior, the clients agreed with the architects that the underlying colors and textures of the materials should not be concealed, but emphasized. Standard 2x4 framing and gypsum board walls seemed to lack the scale and heft that would stand up to the building; so Cunningham Architects assembled a new palette of materials—glass, steel pipe, and industrial quality wood—which are used again and again in kaleidoscopic permutations. At the same time the architects chose to dramatize their additions, treating kitchen and bedrooms, for example, as discrete objects dropped into the existing space. These pavilions are occasionally organized into sequences around gaps left by demolition as in the master bedroom suite, arranged enfilade along an electrical trough (see plans, right). The architects also emphasized breaks in the existing structure, as is the case for the new elevator, which is stripped to its mechanism, encased in glass, and positioned so that it slams into an existing concrete pavilion on the third floor, which used to hold explosive batteries and now houses restrooms. In a typical detail, the corner broken by the collision is glazed over, not patched. Everywhere structural elements are treated dramatically, more like actors than props.

A 20-ton crane, once used to hoist transformers and other electrical equipment, hangs in an open first-floor bay (facing page). In keeping with the house's original materials, the kitchen is a pavilion of patterned glass, and its cabinets, made of plywood normally used for concrete forms, are bolted to a steel exoskeleton. A glazed trench (just visible) under the grouped dining room tables, holds copper-clad mineral-insulated electrical lines. Orange-stained plywood bookshelves line the second-floor balcony passage. Lights are controlled by industrial toggle switches.
bine to distinguish the Meyerson house from typical renovated loft space like that found in Manhattan's SoHo neighborhood. The house is made a kind of museum of electricity as brutalist low-tech power supply. An existing first-floor cable trough, for example, carries electric lines from front door to back; these copper-clad mineral-insulated wires are placed under glass, and backlit by fiber optics. Holes left by the removal of concrete switching boxes in the second floor have been filled with translucent glass sandwiches, projecting bands of light through the master bedroom suite.

For a building with lots of rough edges, the Meyerson house has a generous, appealing spirit. If it doesn't say home to most people, that's no problem to its owners. Says Marlene Meyerson, "This is a place we liked that we wanted to live in; we're happy for it to be itself." 

The client chose the rolling chairs in the dining room (top left) because they reminded him of visits to his father's office in the 1940s. Storage units are made of industrial fir boards, while the guest lavo­tory (at left in photo) is skinned in sandblasted glass. To respect the building's obdurate character, plumbing was left exposed, and bricks broken when a door was punched through to the sculpture garden (visible at right rear in photo) were glazed in, not smoothed over. The second-floor bedrooms (top right and facing page) are housed in eight-foot-tall limestone-aggregate block boxes, glazed for privacy up to the 13.5-foot ceiling. The new stair railings (above left) were made of steel pipe, with off-the-shelf connectors and bolted-on sheets of wire-reinforced glass. The third-floor ballroom (above right) has a ceiling of original trusses and gypsum planks that form the roof deck, along with a new maple floor. Openings to the roof and second floor are glazed. Pivoting metal window shades, perforated on one side and solid on the other, allow the room to be acoustically tuned.

The author is editor of Texas Architect.
Galvanized metal boxes on the roof of the house (top) contain air-conditioning equipment. Louvers were replaced by glass in existing revolving air-exhaust vents, turning them into skylights. "The wind decides where the light will come from," says architect Cunningham. Aviation lights mimic those atop buildings visible on the Dallas skyline. A new steel-pipe and glass canopy has been added above the front door (above left). Light fixtures and service meters are original. Electric lines pass through "doughnut" insulators above the door. City code required an exterior stair from the third floor (above right); the architects used this to form a semi-transparent closure for one side of the sculpture garden. Its steel construction is intended to echo the skeleton beneath the house's quietly detailed brick skin. Steel beams cut from the interior to make room for the elevator are used as seats in the sculpture garden. The pivoting gate (facing page) is 22 feet high and 32 feet wide, with a tensioned steel frame. A new fountain falls into a concrete vault that once held spliced cables.

Project: Power House, Dallas.
Architects: Cunningham Architects, Dallas (Gary Cunningham, Sharon Odum).
Client: Morton and Marlene Meyerson.
Site: former Dallas Power and Light substation built in 1923.
Program: renovation of 6400-sq-ft substation as single-family residence with third-floor ballroom and new 3-car garage on 21,000-sq-ft site.
Structural system: steel frame with concrete slab floors, brick exterior (existing); concrete block, steel and wood framing (new construction).
Major materials: new insulating windows; security glazing (floor glass); sandblasted structural steel with clear urethane coating; polished concrete block, steel, fir (see Building Materials, p. 109).
Mechanical system: chilled water air conditioning with 7 fan units; forced-air heat, gas-fired furnace.
Consultants: Raymond T. Entemann, landscape; Ellison & Tanner, structural (gate); M.E.P., mechanical; Pam Wilson, lighting.
Costs: withheld.
Photos: James F. Wilson, except as noted.
A tiny cabin by The Miller/Hull Partnership on an island north of Seattle gives its owners the desired simplicity combined with openness to its natural setting.

SEATTLE, like all major cities, is home for urban dwellers looking for an escape hatch. For some, the San Juan Islands are the normal weekend destination, and Decatur Island is one of that chain. Cars are not allowed on the island; electric golf carts are the transportation alternative to walking. A 485-acre planned development called Decatur Northwest has been carefully laid out to accommodate 77 residential sites, each a small circle with select views and privacy; the developer and the residents share a concern that any environmental impact be kept to an absolute minimum.

A family of three asked Miller/Hull to consider compactness, economy, and a desire to be open to the site in designing their weekend cabin. Located on a steeply sloping forest clearing, the 100-foot-diameter site affords panoramic views of the surrounding islands as far away as Canada.

The architects opted to put sleeping, cooking, storage, and bath functions in a narrow (7'-6") core along the entire uphill side of the house. The core forms the structural stabilizer for the cabin. Two upper level sleeping lofts are reached by ladders. Heat is furnished by a high efficiency wood stove controlled by thermostat.

It is the living/dining space, of course, that makes the cabin such a delight. The inverted roof form springs up and out in three planes from a flat area at the entry section of the core; the resulting effect is that of being projected into the surroundings. The remainder of the structural support is five feet beyond the entirely glazed walls.

If there is any unusual use of materials in the cabin, it is in this glazing system, made up of double-glazed standard garage door sections used on end. Miller/Hull has used this inexpensive system before; joints are caulked and covered with battens.

With its concise expression of shelter and structural clarity, this cabin is admirably adept, it would seem, at giving the clients all three qualities for which they asked, and then some. Jim Murphy
From the uphill side (top photos), the cabin nestles into the site. Downhill, toward the water and island views (facing page), the house opens up completely to allow the living/dining space (above, left and right) to feel like a part of the panorama. The porch (center right) includes a protruding arc, the only element that varies from the otherwise rigorous orthogonal geometry.

This small addition to a smaller house in Larchmont, New York, was the first residential job of Bausman-Gill Associates and represents an exceptional first effort.

FOR many young architects, the first residential commission is a difficult rite of passage, one often plagued by compromises or conflicts. So when such a commission results in a fine work of architecture, as it did here for the young New York firm headed by Karen Bausman and Leslie Gill, there is reason to take notice.

They had their share of obstacles to overcome. To save, at the owner's request, the mature ginkgo, magnolia, and rhododendron on the site, Bausman and Gill had to make this house addition two stories tall and turn it 90 degrees to the client's existing cottage. That location, however, blocked the neighbors' view of Long Island Sound, so the designers placed glass doors along two sides of the living room to maintain sight lines to the water.

Fitting the young firm's Modernist aesthetic to the Arts-and-Crafts style of the small-scale cottage demanded equal ingenuity. Visually, they tied the addition and the cottage together with similar materials—stucco finishes, steel windows, copper trim—and with a wall that runs through the middle of the cottage, along one side of the connecting corridor, and right around the addition. That thick, stuccoed wall not only unifies the design, but makes it come alive. The wall is parted to form a proscenium between the kitchen and dining room, punctured to offer selected views along the entry corridor, warped to mark the turn into the addition, sliced to accommodate the stair to the second floor, carved to form a fireplace and display niches in the living room, and hollowed out to make a small balcony off the bedroom. On its exterior, the wall is inscribed with horizontal and vertical lines to give the addition a more intimate scale.

With a minimum of means and within a minimal budget, Karen Bausman and Leslie Gill have created an elegant little house. It may have been their first residential commission, but it is too skillful to be just beginner's luck. Thomas Fisher
The two-story addition (facing page) is carefully placed between several mature trees and bushes, with a largely glazed first floor to maintain the neighborhood’s view of the nearby water. The stair to the second-floor bedroom (above left, middle right) breaks through the thick wall that wraps around the house to provide a view of Long Island Sound through its custom-designed steel sash. The first-floor plan (left) shows how that unifying wall, which runs into the existing cottage, is punctured along the entry corridor (bottom right) and carved out in the living room (top right).

**Project:** Huxford Residence, Larchmont, New York.

**Architects:** Bausman-Gill Associates, New York (Karen Bausman, Leslie Gill, principals; Scott Marble, assistant); Bruce Aaron Parker, Associate Architect.

**Client:** Robert/Jo-Anne Huxford.

**Site:** Half-acre suburban lot.

**Program:** 1000-sq-ft addition to a cottage.

**Structural system:** Wood framing.

**Major materials:** Copper roofing, stuccoed walls (see Building Materials, p. 109).

**Consultants:** Peter Galdi, structural; Andrew Collins, mechanical.

**General contractor:** D’Alessio Construction.

**Costs:** Withheld at owner’s request.

**Photos:** Frances McLaughlin Gill.
I.M. Pei & Partners Style.

When I.M. Pei & Partners designed the Grand Louvre entrance, they did more than create an architectural masterpiece. They laid out an engineering marvel, where more than 86 tons of transparent glass would be combined to form an apparently seamless pyramid.

After two years of rigorous testing, just two sealants were chosen to handle this high-tech assignment. Rhodorsil® 5C for weathersealing (because of its superb physical characteristics and long-lasting weatherability) and Rhodorsil 90® for structural glazing.

The choice was not surprising. After all, we’ve been developing silicone sealant technology for over 30 years. And now, with our ultra-modern research and production facility in New Jersey completed, we’re ready to provide you sealant solutions for all your architectural works of art.

If you’d like to know more, write us: Rhone Poulenc Inc., Rhodorsil Silicones, P.O. Box 125, Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852.

Rhodorsil Architectural Silicone Sealants
Setting the Standard.
What you see here is a brand new building material. Commcoat™ Flurodize® Coil.

The remarkable finish is made by bonding a Flurodize coating to our finest aluminum substrate, right in our rolling mill. Commcoat looks a lot like anodized aluminum. Only better. And it comes in seven exciting colors. (Extrusions, too.)

For a price no higher than anodized.

But the difference is, Commcoat Flurodize Coil keeps on looking good year after year. With far less weathering, fading or staining than anodized.

Nor does its color vary from panel to panel. Or crack when sharply bent.

To get your hands on some, call any of these distributors:
Petersen Aluminum Corporation, Wrisco Industries or Idéal Métal Inc. Laminated panels are produced by Alucobond Technologies.

Or call us at 1 (800) 556-1234, Ext. 174.
In California, 1 (800) 441-2345, Ext. 174.

Circle No. 312 on Reader Service Card
Richardson Revealed

For many years Professor James O’Gorman of Wellesley College has been working on the architecture of H.H. Richardson. In 1974 he produced a superlative catalog for an exhibition at the Fogg Art Museum that concentrated on Richardson’s drawings and office procedure. Now he has given us, in this short book of essays, his mature reflections on Richardson’s contribution to American architecture. The book’s importance is not to be measured by its length.

We can begin by noting that O’Gorman, an excellent scholar, is in absolute control of the large body of writing on Richardson that has been produced by American and European researchers during the last few decades. The Richardson specialist will recognize O’Gorman’s indebtedness to other writers, but there are no footnotes to divert the reader. This is a series of essays in which interpretation is the primary objective, and it is addressed, he says, “to an informed but not a specialized readership.” The book might be compared to Sir John Summerson’s Heavenly Mansions, another important volume of scholarly essays. One should add that this kind of book is the very best sort of popularization, and it should have a substantial appeal to the non-specialist audience. It could be of great value, for example, in interdisciplinary courses on American culture.

The author begins with a chapter on Richardson’s life, which discusses the Louisiana milieu in which he grew up, the effect of his Harvard years (1855–1859) and of his professional education at the École des Beaux-Arts. He rightly notes the importance of the French atelier system in the organization of Richardson’s studio, supplies a considerable amount of interesting detail on Richardson’s friends and family, and, as in the Fogg catalog, notes the effect of the architect’s declining health. (continued on next page)

Po-Mo Polemic

Beware of the architect who uses cultural history to justify his own architectural taste. It makes for an unconvincing argument and bad history, as Christian Norberg-Schulz demonstrates in New World Architecture, a book based on three lectures that he gave at the Architectural League of New York in 1987. The book claims to be a survey of American architecture as a reflection of our freedom and individualism. But because the author never explains why certain types of architecture reflect those values, the book reads instead as a defense, using cultural history as ammunition, of the author’s architectural taste—a taste very Post-Modernist in flavor. For example, Norberg-Schulz argues that figural buildings are the true reflection of America’s individualism, and that Classical architecture in its various forms is the true language of our culture and our search for beginnings. Why individualism requires figural buildings or why the newness of our culture demands the language of Classical architecture, he never says.

Throughout the book, Norberg-Schulz also makes passing swipes at Modernism, as “foreign to America” because it is non-figural and non-Classical. The values of our culture are used here not to illuminate our architecture, but to condemn that which does not conform to the author’s thesis—a distortion of cultural history for the purposes of a polemic. Why, if Modernism is so foreign to America, did it thrive for several decades in this country, and why does it seem to be surfacing again? Is it not possible that Modernism appeals to other dominant American values not mentioned in the book, such as the nation’s love of technology and of the new? Norberg-Schulz neither asks nor attempts to answer such questions because they would reveal American architecture to be far more complicated—and far more interesting—than he wants it to be.

Thomas Fisher


It’s the season . . . so here’s a list of books to give—or to receive!

Villas of the Veneto, by Peter Lauritzen. Photographs by Reinhard Wolf. New York, Harry N. Abrams, 200 pp., illus., $49.50. The ultimate coffee table item with drop-dead photographs of Palladio, of course, but also some lesser-knowns. Irresistible.


The History of Postmodern Architecture, by Heinrich Klott. Cambridge, MIT Press, 1988. 461 pp., illus., $60.00. Definitive history of the style by one of its most ardent advocates. Good reference, if biased.


Twentieth-Century Decoration, by Stephen Calloway. New York, Rizzoli, 1988. 408 pp., illus., $100.00. Not quite Mario Praz, but a worthy survey of the century.

on his practice. All of this is done in a style that is sprightly, concise, and a joy to read. Architectural historians are not noted for their literary eminence, but O'Gorman is an exception to the rule.

Proceeding to a chapter entitled "Work," the author assesses Richardson's architecture in relation to that of his contemporaries. O'Gorman can be brutally frank. By 1869, he says, the architect "had not distinguished himself from the horde of contemporary practitioners except by the low quality of his achievement." The turning point came during the next few years as Richardson moved from his commission for the Brattle Square Church in Boston to his prize-winning design for Trinity. The crucial episode was his discovery of the likeness of arches identified with Romanesque architecture but also present in Schulze's Harvard College Chapel, the commercial work of Gridley Bryant, and certain churches of Richard Upjohn.

The sources, in a sense, are unimportant. What is important is what Richardson made of them: the first architecture to be recognized around the world as distinctively American. An early adherent of the picturesque aesthetic to remain in 19th-Century culture, Richardson now sought to discipline and order that style. That he did so with enormous success is evident in such masterpieces as Sever Hall at Harvard, the Ames Library at North Easton, and the Allegheny County Buildings at Pittsburgh. O'Gorman's brief discussions of these works could hardly be improved upon.

The essay entitled "Urbanism" is a revised version of O'Gorman's brilliant paper on the Marshall Field Wholesale Store, previously published in the Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians. The author's method here is to consider first the economic situation in Civil War America, the program of Marshall Field for the building, the sources for its design, and finally the role of the building as an icon for corporate capitalism. All this is most refreshing, as we have had enough of historians who begin with iconographic analysis.

In essays entitled "Ruralism" and "Commuterism," O'Gorman takes up Richardson's solutions to architectural problems associated with two other important aspects of his age. In the first, his treatment focuses on the great, if little visited monu-

ment to Oakes and Oliver Ames at Laramie, Wyoming, and on the series of suburban houses. He begins with Emerson's famous call for a native American art and moves on to deal with the 19th-Century fascination for geology and the grandeur of the Western landscape. This interest was so widespread that, says O'Gorman, Richardson "could no more have been ignorant than we, a century later, can be innocent of the map of the moon or the color of Mars." This emphasis on the geological and Emersonian elements in Richardson is new, and it is persuasive.

The essay on "Commuterism" covers material that is perhaps more familiar, but the interpretation is equally fresh. O'Gorman's review of the railway stations will convince anyone of the originality of this body of work and the need for it in the new suburbs that were mushrooming around American cities. Equally important were the small-town libraries. In both building types Richardson sought and achieved a serenity of form. O'Gorman omits the large station at New London, Connecticut, possibly because it came so late in the architect's career that it may be considered the product of other men in the office and a reworking of the design for Sever Hall.

The final essay, "Legacy," is perhaps the most provocative in the book. Here O'Gorman takes up Richardson's impact on Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright. He correctly characterizes the influence on Sullivan as important but brief, extending through a series of buildings between 1886 and 1890, notably the Auditorium Building and the Walker Warehouse in Chicago and the Dooley Block in Salt Lake City. Richardson's relation to Wright is more complicated. As is well known, some of Wright's early works, specifically the Falkenau houses, are dependent on Richardson. More unusual is O'Gorman's interpretation of the Winslow house of 1893 in Richardsonian terms. He argues that the house is a merger of images derived from the depot and libraries, citing the alcove wing of the Ames Memorial Library as one source. This contention will probably not go down well with Wright aficionados who persist in seeing all works of the Master as absolutely original, but it is in line with the developing conclusions of many architectural historians who increasingly see Wright as a genius at synthesis, who pulled together the most promising elements in the architectural world around him. This view does not deny the overwhelming quality of Wright's architecture. As Beethoven went beyond Haydn, so did Wright go beyond Richardson, as in the Soo Fried man house in Pleasantville, New York, of 1949.

This reviewer would, however, quarrel with O'Gorman's assertion that Richardson's practice was comprehensive "unlike those of his successors such as Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright, each of whom was primarily associated with one building type." Presumably the author is referring to Sullivan's preoccupation with the high-rise office building, but Sullivan also did the finest funerary architecture of the 19th Century and an important series of small-town banks. And if Wright specialized in the design of dwelling houses, he could also deal masterfully with the problem of corporate headquarters (Johnson Wax), the church (Unity Temple), and the museum (Guggenheim), not to mention such lost works as the Midway Gardens and the Larkin Building.

But this is a minor objection. O'Gorman has done the profession of architecture a great service. Despite decades of publication, Richardson remains a shadowy figure to a great portion of the literate public. Architects and historians are familiar with him, but outside these circles, the assertion that American architecture really began with Richardson is likely to generate blank looks. If anything can educate that strange creature usually labeled the intelligent general reader, it will be this scholarly, perceptive, and exceedingly well-written book.

Leonard K. Eaton

The author is professor emeritus of architecture at the University of Michigan.
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"Take care of your lungs, they're only human."
SWEET INSPIRATION FOR YOUR NEXT FLOORING DESIGN:
INTRODUCING ACHIEVEMENT™ TEXTURED SOLID VINYL TILE

For the first time ever, Flexco introduces solid vinyl tile with the
delicious new dimension of citrus texture. Fresh flecks of color,
(and soon, solid colors, too), will make Achievement the hottest
new look on today's flooring design scene.

And while its exciting new look is busy turning heads,
Achievement's sophisticated new speckles and texture are busy
turning away scratches, nicks and discoloration. High style and
easy maintenance—what else would you expect from Flexco,
the innovators in working floors for the working environment.

For a free sample and more information on how you can be one
of the first to use Achievement textured flooring in your
designs, contact your nearest Flexco distributor or contact
FLEXCO® Company, P.O. Box 81368, Atlanta, GA 30366,
(800) 633-3151.

Circle No. 320 on Reader Service Card
You asked for a high gloss laminate with our tough ARP SURFACE.

Here it is. Contact Nevamar for details.) Want proof? Ask your distributor for our free Glossies ARP SURFACE Prove-It-Yourself kit, and see how we stand up even to steel wool! Check out the rest of the Nevamar line, too, because now you'll find the ARP SURFACE on almost all Textured Finish items.

So why use anything else? If you really want to shine for your clients, specify Nevamar ARP SURFACE laminates. For more information, call 1-800-638-4380. In Maryland, call 1-800-233-9485. Nevamar Corporation, 8339 Telegraph Road, Odenton, Maryland 21113.

Now Nevamar's exclusive ARP SURFACE® is standard on our Glossie laminates in 26 colors...with more to come! While we still don't recommend using even ARP Glossies for heavy-use/high wear horizontal applications, never before has a gloss laminate offered this much toughness...to keep your interiors looking new longer. And with many times the wear resistance of ordinary laminates, there's less damage during fabrication and installation, too. (Resistance to dulling by sliding abrasion tests on ARP SURFACE gloss is improved by at least 20 to 1 over conventional gloss laminate.

Conventional Laminates

ARP SURFACE®

NEVAMAR DECORATIVE LAMINATES
**A translucent laminate** called Difas joins the collection of innovative high-pressure laminates. Iridescenti VL, an iridescent vertical liner, complements Perlacei, a rough-textured opalescent design offered in several hues. Abet Laminati.

*Circle 101 on reader service card*

**A new patina finish** for metal and brass fittings has a natural-weathered look. Introduced in a greenish-blue verdigris for decorative railings and fixtures, the patina finish comes in several textures. Brass Smith, Inc.

*Circle 102 on reader service card*

**Aluminum switchplates** and outlets called Spritzplate are currently available in marble, granite, or custom color spray-painted finishes. There are single and double plates, outlets, and "rocker" plates. Olmstead Designs.

*Circle 103 on reader service card*

A new ceramic tile collection was designed by Paloma Picasso around a basic white-on-white panel relief tile. Other decorative variations include a faux gray marble panel inlay edged in gold. Diamond-shaped lead crystal ornaments in a choice of sapphire blue, emerald green, or jet black are encrusted in another version. Villeroy & Boch USA.

*Circle 100 on reader service card*
Roofing shingles from the Horizon Shingle® product line are solid one-piece, medium-weight shingles. The shingles are available in a variety of earth-tone colors, and in fiberglass or organic felt. Self-sealing adhesive strips seal an entire roof when activated by the sun. CertainTeed.

Circle 104 on reader service card

A new electronic lockset called Key'n Keyless® works like a combination lock. Turning the doorknob right and left enters the access code, which is displayed electronically. Once the correct code appears, the collar of the deadbolt can be turned to release the lock. The security system also accommodates key entry. Schlage.

Circle 105 on reader service card

A wall-mounted hair drying unit allows for hand-free hair drying in 80 seconds. Available in standard and decorative colors, the unit consists of a dryer and a cabinet for storing styling tools, and is designed for the upscale bathroom amenity market. World Dryer® Corp.

Circle 106 on reader service card

Modular work centers from the Metier collection offer add-on capabilities. Linked workstations, conference table tops, hanging and mobile pedestals, and additional accessories can be specified. Metier worksurfaces can be raised, lowered, or tilted easily. Metalstand.

Circle 107 on reader service card

Remedial caulking, the topic for the sixth brochure in a series of Design Guides, covers locations of points of water and air penetration, criteria for sealant selection, and application considerations for resealing or glazing. GE Silicones.

Circle 108 on reader service card

Cantilever gate systems for industrial applications are part of the Series SC4000. The gates operate without tracks, wheels, or roller pads in the roadway; a drive buttress located off the roadway supports and guides the gate. Built to protect openings up to 40 feet in length, the gate's superstructure and height can be specified to match existing walls or fences. Delta Scientific Corporation.

Circle 109 on reader service card

A new upholstery fabric called Creston is woven from a blend of 64 percent cotton and 36 percent rayon. The 54-inch textile, part of the Series 91290 collection, is offered in sage, berry, cypress, and azure. F. Schumacher & Co.

Circle 110 on reader service card

A neon lighting system called TLS-5 combines neon and fluorescent lights; vivid red and blue neon lights are paired in a highly polished, extruded aluminum tube. Together with fluorescent uplighting or downlighting, the TLS-5 is a versatile fixture for display areas. Staff Lighting.

Circle 111 on reader service card

Landscape lighting fixtures in the Bullet Series can be rotated or adjusted in and out or up and down to provide the exact lighting cutoffs required. A brochure illustrates the die-cast aluminum fixtures that are finished in a baked-on powder coating. Standard green or optional black, bronze, or gray finishes may be selected.

Lighting Systems, Inc.

Circle 200 on reader service card

Glass and steel tables designed as an alternative to an all-wood library version are part of the Diametrone collection. The tables' structure is based on an interlocking system of cast corner hubs, steel support rails, and 1/2-inch diameter steel legs. Laminates, marbles, or veneers can be specified for the tops. The Worden Company.

Circle 112 on reader service card

Window hardware for the complete line of wood and clad wood windows may now be specified in white. The baked white enamel finish complements the standard brown and bronze hardware collection. Optional salt-resistant hardware is also offered. Marvin Windows.

Circle 113 on reader service card

Reinforced concrete planters now feature engravings that can be cast in a six-inch band around the circumference of the planter. Words, designs, or logos, as well as custom colors, can decorate the planters. Form Products Division, Wausau Tile.

Circle 114 on reader service card

Pendant lighting fixtures from the Renaissance collection provide indirect H.I.D. lighting. translucent or metal domes can be specified. Multiple stem designs and chain mountings are also optional. The metal trim rings come in brass or chrome finishes. SPI Lighting.

Circle 115 on reader service card

An unglazed porcelain tile designed for interior and exterior applications is called Genesis®. A variety of colors is offered in many sizes, including 12" x 12" and 8" x 8".

Crossville Ceramics.

Circle 123 on reader service card

Roof windows and skylights are the subject of a complete guide that includes information on ventilating and fixed skylight models. Flashings are discussed along with many installation ideas. Velux-America, Inc.

Circle 201 on reader service card

The lighting control system Lite Touch 2000 is a microprocessor-based central controller. A built-in memory retains switch and load data through power interruptions in excess of two days. Independent programming features allow users to preset fade levels and switch-to-load assignments. Lite Touch Lighting Control Systems.

Circle 116 on reader service card

The Princeton bathtub is made from a new material called Americast®. Half the weight of cast iron, the material also features heat retention and damage resistance. The porcelain enamel finish also shows less wear and loss of shine in scrub tests than cast iron, acrylic, or gel coat.

American Standard.

Circle 117 on reader service card

Vinyl windows from the Series 600 line feature thermally welded rigid vinyl frames and sash joints. Both sash and fixed lites will accept either one-inch-thick triple or double glazing. The series includes straight case ment, awning, bow, bay, and the Garden Window. Vinyl Building Products, Inc.

Circle 118 on reader service card
New smoke/fire alarms are designed for small to medium-sized buildings or multibuilding complexes. The model MP-400 supports 200 control zones. Autocall, Inc.
Circle 119 on reader service card

A ceramic floor tile called Prominence® is offered in 29 colors and is produced in the same thickness from size to size so that different size tiles can be used together. The slip-resistant, frostproof tiles are manufactured with optical quality glass. GTE Engineered Ceramics.
Circle 120 on reader service card

The calendar measures 6 x 9'' and is available at a special price. That includes 52 full-color calendars, and posters present architect's window designs decorative standard-size note cards and embossed cards. Pomegranate Artbooks (707) 765-2005.

Frank Lloyd Wright gifts from a licensed line of furnishings, tableware, and art glass are illustrated in the catalog of the Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio Foundation. Books about Wright's life and such famous work as Fallingwater are also mentioned.
The Ginkgo Tree Bookshop (312) 848-1976.

Modern designs for candlesticks, tableware, jewelry, and other items are highlighted in this year's gift catalog. Leather boxes, pearwood picture frames, office aids for architects—even electronic distance measuring devices—are more illustrated gift ideas. Chiasso (312) 642-2808.

Architectural cookie cutters, designed by the Walker Group, represent six landmarks of Modern architecture, including the Guggenheim Museum, the Sydney Opera House, and the Sears Tower. The cutters are zinc-plated. Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco (415) 863-8800 and New York (212) 708-9888.

Hand-made pencil boxes designed by H. Ramsay rest on turned pencil legs and are decorated with hand-printed and hand-colored pencils inside and out. The lid features a hand-carved and painted pencil handle. San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (415) 863-8800.

A 1989 calendar photographed by Randy Juster highlights the Art Deco period. Measuring 14" x 24" when open, each month's image shows the electric colors of Art Deco designs. The Main Street Press (201) 735-9424.

The Mantle Clock designed by Michael Graves is made of birch-eye maple and ebonized wood. Designed as an exercise in seeing artifacts as architecture, the clock resembles a miniature building, complete with colonnade, cornice, and roof. Available at San Francisco Museum of Art (415) 803-8800 or Chiasso in Chicago (312) 642-2808.


A telescoping graphics tube made in Italy by Arte Cuio (Art in Leather) and designed by Bruno Morassutti is available at the Museum of Modern Art in New York (212) 708-9888 and Chiasso in Chicago (312) 642-2808. The tube, which is lined with acid-free paper to protect documents and offered in black or neutral leather with white stitching, expands from 28¾ inches to 50 inches. Marcovici Designs (617) 566-4455.

Wright-inspired note cards, calendars, and posters present many famous projects, including the Civic Center at Pittsburgh Point and the restaurant at Yosemite National Park, which are featured in the 1989 hanging wall calendar. Patterns from the architect's window designs decorate standard-size note cards and embossed cards. Pomegranate Artbooks (707) 765-2005.

Building Materials
Major materials suppliers for buildings that are featured this month as they were furnished to P/A by the architects.


(continued on page 110)
INTRODUCING NATIONAL'S NEW

TWO GREAT OFFICES ...SAME GREAT PRICE

National's PLANTMASTER In-Plant offices are unsurpassed for quality. Their unique "SYSTEMS CONCEPT" allows complete interchangeability... they can be added to, or relocated with minimum cost and time.

340 W. 78th Road / Hialeah, FL 33014
TOLL FREE: 800-327-3697 or 800-633-4237
Dade County, FL 305-822-3721 / Telecopy: 305-362-5688

SEND FOR OUR NEW 28-PAGE CATALOG

Circle No. 001 on Reader Service Card

What is a Best Western?

“My home office wherever I travel.”

The right place at the right price.

Ask about our frequent guest awards program...

Gold Crown

Make reservations at any Best Western, see your travel agent, or call toll-free 1-800-528-1234

World’s largest chain of independently owned and operated hotels, motor inns and resorts”

Building Materials (cont. from p. 109)


Power House, Dallas (p. 88).


Don't buy another fixed ladder or ship's ladder until you've talked to Lapeyre Stair!

A recent study concluded: "Results from both the objective and subjective measures suggest that the alternating tread stair is safer and more comfortable than the conventional ship's ladder."

USE THE LAPEYRE STAIR TO REPLACE FIXED LADDERS AND SHIP'S LADDERS:

CALL TOLL FREE (800) 535-7631

LAPEYRE STAIR®

CALL TOLL FREE (800) 535-7631
In Louisiana call collect (504) 733-6009 • New Orleans, Louisiana

Circle No. 352 on Reader Service Card
THE BEST WAY TO SEE THE FUTURE IS TO LOOK AT THE PAST.

One look at Notre Dame's magnificent rosette window is all it takes to see that the design was far ahead of its time. Constructed in 1163, it's still a brilliant example of innovative glass architecture.

Dow Corning can help you build tomorrow's monuments, today. Because our glazing technology is far ahead of the competition. And far ahead of its time. State-of-the-art products and technical knowhow that let you work with the most advanced materials, to build the most futuristic designs.

DOW CORNING® 795 for example, is a unique one-part structural silicone adhesive/sealant for both in-shop and field glazing, as well as curtain wall assembly and weatherseals. It provides exceptional primerless strength and adhesion to more substrates than any other silicone sealant.

DOW CORNING® 983 is a two-part adjustable-cure silicone curtain wall glazing sealant/adhesive. It helps to speed production and delivery of structural curtain-wall units that are glazed in-shop.

DOW CORNING® 790 offers unmatched movement capability and adhesion for a variety of weather-sealing applications in stone, concrete and metal curtain-wall construction.

You get something else with Dow Corning glazing sealants that only the world's largest silicone producer can offer: The Dow Corning commitment to research and development, technical service and quality products.

For specification information and technical literature call toll-free 1-800-346-9882 ext 8201. Or write Dow Corning, Dept 4009, Midland MI 48640. We'll help you build for the future, today.

DOW CORNING

Circle No. 316
Progressive Architecture 1988 Annual Index

This index lists the issue and page number of articles that have appeared in P/A in 1988. It is organized alphabetically by subject, by architects and designers, and by geographic location.

Subject Index

Architectural Design

Architectural History
1950s Pluralism, editorial, Jan p. 93; 50 Years of P/A, editorial, Feb p. 7.

Architectural Research

Architectural Theory

Awards

Books

Brick
The Many Faces of Brick, Technics, Jun p. 102.

Commercial Buildings
American Tim Cannery, Pacific Grove, Calif., Nov p. 97; B. Altman store expansion, New York, Mar p. 37; Bancho House, Tokyo, Nov p. 42; Beaverton Mall, Beaverton, Ore., Oct p. 100; Best Products Showrooms, Jul p. 107; Broadcast Centre, Toronto, Canada, Dec p. 17; Casting Center at Walt Disney World, Florida, Nov p. 39; Centreway Arcade and Building, Melbourne, Australia, Nov p. 98; Decon's Repressed Sensibilities, New Haven, Conn., Nov p. 97; Commercial Building Design: Integrating Climate, Comfort, and Cost, Jan p. 172; Corte Madera Town Center, Corte Madera, Calif., Nov p. 99; Crossroads of San Antonio, San Antonio, Nov p. 97; Corte Madera Center addition, Chicago, Oct p. 34; Herman Miller Showroom, New York, Mar p. 94; Inner Circle, Stanford Shopping Center, Stanford, Calif., Nov p. 99; North Star Mall, San Antonio, Nov p. 101; Northwest Arkansas Mall, Fayetteville, Ark., Nov p. 98; Penn Square Mall, Oklahoma City, Nov p. 100; Scholastic Group Newspapers Headquarters, Oslo, Norway, Oct p. 33; Silver Spring Shopping Center, Apr p. 43; South Park Mall, Charlotte, NC, Nov p. 101; Stonestown Galleria, San Francisco, Nov p. 98; Town Center at Boca Raton, Boca Raton, Fla., Nov p. 99; Tyson's Corner, McLean, Virginia, Nov p. 101; Uptown Shopping Center, Portland, Ore., Nov p. 100.

Competitions
Affordable Housing competition, Indianapolis winners, Jul p. 16; Bastille Monument competition, Feb p. 23; Best Small House competition winner, Mar p. 23; German History Museum, West Berlin, Aug p. 25; 1988 Innovations in Housing competition winner, Dec p. 31; Minnesota Community Redevelopment Agency affordable housing competition winner, Oct p. 96; Public Library competition, Chicago, Jan p. 27; Jul p. 25; Aug p. 28; P/A Reader Poll: Competitions and Awards, Jan p. 15; Seattle Department of Community Development middle-income housing competition winners, Oct p. 97; West Side waterfront competition, Jan p. 29.

Computers
Heading Toward Integration, Aug p. 51; Making CADD Work, Jun p. 61; The Maturating Micro, Apr p. 126; Thirty-Seven Myths of CAD, Oct p. 51.

Concrete

Conferences and Conventions

Convention Centers
George Brown Convention Center, Houston, Jun p. 29.

Cultural Facilities
Andre Malraux, Cultural Center, Chambery, France, Jun p. 81; Celeste Bartos Forum, Public Library, New York, Apr p. 110; Center for the Performing Arts, Portland, Ore., Feb p. 37; Clayton County Library, Jonesboro, Georgia, Nov p. 82; Fine and Performing Arts Center, University of West Florida, Pensacola, Aug p. 43; Fitchburg Art Museum, Fitchburg, Mass., Sep p. 62; Indira Gandhi National Centre for Arts, New Delhi, Jan p. 92; German History Museum, West Berlin, Aug p. 23; Historical Society addition, Chicago, Apr p. 35; The Institut de Mondo


Curtain Walls
P/A Techniques: Up Against the Wall, Jan p. 114.

Diagnostics
The Expert Witness, Sep p. 57; Prestressed Concrete, Mar p. 67.

Economics
The Credit Crunch, Jun p. 63; Credit Markets and Rates, Nov p. 53.

Editorials
AIA Visits the Apple, May p. 9; The Australian Scene, Aug p. 9; Decon's Repressed Texts, Feb p. 7; Existing Riches, Apr p. 7; Honors to the Old Guard, Jul p. 9; Housing Arts and Architects, Oct p. 1950; Pluralism, Jun p. 9; Playing Games with the Future, Nov p. 9; Prospects for the Profession, Sep p. 9; Remapping the Firmament, Feb p. 7; Traveling in the 1980s, Feb p. 7; Urban Design, Urban Policy, May p. 9.

Educational Facilities
Academy of Science, Berlin, Jun p. 27; Arizona State University, College of Architecture, Tempe, Jan p. 118; Berlin Science Center for Social Research (Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin for Sozialforschung), Nov p. 23; Clinical Research Facility, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Jul p. 106; Grande Prairie Regional College, Grande Prairie, Alberta, Jul p. 105; Howard Building, Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, Jul p. 94; Law School, Florida State U., Tallahassee, Apr p. 47; Lewis Thomas Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, N.J., Jul p. 106; Loy Student Center, Rice University, Houston, Feb p. 22; Saint Paul's School Library, Concord, New Hampshire, Sep p. 90; School for New Woodland Industries, Hooke Park, Dorset, England, Feb p. 39; Sheepfold School of Music, Rice University, Houston, Jan p. 29; University of California, profile of four campuses, May p. 85.

Exhibitions
Canon's Boardcopier lets you create presentation materials on the spot. Whatever you write, draw or place on the board is transformed into clean, professional-looking letter-size copies instantly, at the touch of a button. And because the Boardcopier is actually two convenient products in one—an electronic whiteboard and a personal copier—you can also operate each component separately. Alone or together, it all adds up to the perfect combination for a successful meeting.

Circle No. 310

Just complete and mail coupon. You'll be contacted for a demonstration plus FREE clip-on booklight without obligation. Purchase a Boardcopier, and you'll receive a Canon Snappy S camera, FREE!* But hurry—offer expires 12/31/88.

Offer void where prohibited. Available at participating dealers only. Request must be postmarked before January 31, 1989. For requirements contact your local participating dealer.

Name __________________________________________
Company ________________________________________
Address _________________________________________
City _____ State _____ Zip ______ Phone _______

Mail coupon to: Canon USA, Inc., c/o Canon Response Center, 5705 Chicago Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 55404
1988 Annual Index

Wood Uses of Wood Framing, Feb p. 90.

Architects and Designers Index

Architects and Designers


Almeida, Arthur & Associados: Casas Terra, Casas Terra, Casas Terra, Sep, p. 73.


Avanti, Gae: Berlin Academy of Science, Jun, p. 77.


Becker, William: School of International Relations and Pacific Studies, University of California, San Diego, May, p. 91.

Behrans, Peter: Apartment building, Stuttgart, West Germany, Oct, p. 106.


Black Atkinson Vernou: 260 Community Center, Austin, Texas, Mar, p. 80.

Boldi, Ricardo: Schoolfield School of Music, Rice University, Houston, Jan, p. 29.


Brandston, Howard, Lighting Design: Downtown Detroit Master Plan, Neu, p. 113.

Broome, Ingoldthorpe, O'Toole, Rudolf, Bolder & Rokos: Lubell Field Paoli Architects: LaSalle Plaza, Minneapolis, Minn., Feb, p. 41.


Bufli, Jean Pierre: IBM Office, Bordeaux, France, Jan, p. 103.

Building: APA Fig., Sep, p. 112; Trabaria Angelii, Sep, p. 112.

Bunishd, Gordon: wins Pritzker Prize, Jul, p. 9, 27.


Burban McAll, Aventine Le Corbusier, exhibition, L.A. Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, May, p. 44.

Campbell, Peter: Freestine Pockets, Marin County, Calif., May, p. 89.


CLEO Architects: Forum Theater, University of California, San Diego, May, p. 91.

Crummett, Peter: Freestine Pockets, Marin County, Calif., May, p. 89.


CLEO Architects: Forum Theater, University of California, San Diego, May, p. 91.

Crummett, Peter: Freestine Pockets, Marin County, Calif., May, p. 89.


CLEO Architects: Forum Theater, University of California, San Diego, May, p. 91.

Crummett, Peter: Freestine Pockets, Marin County, Calif., May, p. 89.


CLEO Architects: Forum Theater, University of California, San Diego, May, p. 91.

Crummett, Peter: Freestine Pockets, Marin County, Calif., May, p. 89.


CLEO Architects: Forum Theater, University of California, San Diego, May, p. 91.

Crummett, Peter: Freestine Pockets, Marin County, Calif., May, p. 89.


A FEW REASONS WHY A 350 TUFFLINE ENTRANCE LIVES UP TO ITS NAME.

A 3\(\frac{1}{16}\)" minimum wall thickness in door and frame

Security interlocks at door jambs

Heavy duty frame to complete the entrance package

High performance welded door corner joinery

Rugged 2" deep stile sections

Thru bolt and direct hardware attachment where applicable

Heavily duty standard hardware designed for high abuse areas

James W.

Katy O.

Sam S.

Rocco D

Julie L.

Ken T.

Betsy G.

Joe S.

350 Tuffline. Educational tool for the 80's. And beyond. For new and replacement doors at schools, college campuses, and in other high traffic and abuse-prone installations. Tuffline entrances are all their name says they are. Tested in the educational market, Tuffline is offered as single-acting entrances in both singles and pairs to 8' heights. With durable butts, pivots, closers and panics to resist vulnerability and increase security when school's out. And design options such as Paneline® to customize without compromise.

Circle No. 327 on Reader Service Card

Tuffline. At the head of the class.

For technical specifications contact: Kawneer Company, Inc. Department C, Technology Park-Atlanta, 555 Guthridge Court, Norcross, GA 30092

Progressive Architecture 12:88
Design your way to Italy.

Milan. A city with a history of inspired design.

Enter the 7th Annual Du Pont Antron® Design Award competition and you could win an all-expense-paid trip for two to the Milan Furniture Fair. The yearly event which inspires some of the world’s greatest designers. For your entry form, call 1-800-448-9835. The deadline for entries is Feb. 24, 1989. If you don’t enter, all you have to lose is a trip to Italy.

Circle No. 319 on Reader Service Card
Now—Two Way: To Save and Organize Your Copies of P/A.

Protect your P/A issues from soil and damage. Choose either the attractive library case or the all new binder. Both are custom designed in blue simulated leather with the magazine's logo handsomely embossed in white.

Jesse Jones Box Corporation
Dept. P/A
499 East Erie Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19134

My check or money order for $_______ is enclosed.

Please send P/A library cases

One for $7.95
Three for $21.95
Six for $39.95

binders

One for $9.95
Three for $27.95
Six for $52.95

Name ____________________________
Company ____________________________
Street ____________________________
City ____________________________
State & Zip ____________________________

Check must accompany order.
Call 800-972-5858 for credit card orders. Add $1.00 per item for postage and handling. ($2.50 per item outside U.S.A.) PA residents add 6% sales tax.

Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

1988 Annual Index


North Carolina

South Park Mall, Charlotte, Nov p. 101.

Ohio

Historical Center, Youngstown, Jan p. 122; Sawyer Point Park, Cincinnati, Sep p. 23; Tower City, Cleveland, Mar p. 84.

Oklahoma

Penn Square Mall, Oklahoma City, Nov p. 100.

Oregon

Banfield Light Rail Project, Portland, Feb p. 66; Beaverton Mall, Beaverton, Nov p. 100; Center for the Performing Arts, Portland, Feb p. 57; Upton Shopping Center, Portland, Nov p. 100.

Pennsylvania


Puerto Rico

Turabo Regional Park, Caguas, May p. 82.

Rhode Island

Capital Center, Providence, Mar p. 82; East Passage, Mar p. 85.

Tennessee

Housing Prototypes, Memphis, Oct p. 89; Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, Memphis, Jan p. 114; Miller Park District Urban Design Studies, Chattanooga, Jan p. 134.

Texas

Baylor Sesquicentennial Park, Houston, Mar p. 39; George Brown Convention Center, Houston, Jan p. 29; Crossroads of San Antonio, San Antonio, Nov p. 97; Key Student Center, Rice University, Houston, Feb p. 22; Majolia Lounge, Dallas, Apr p. 44; Marriott Riverwalk Hotel, San Antonio, Jun p. 99; Meyerson Residence, Dallas, Apr p. 88; North Star Mall, San Antonio, Nov p. 101; Shamrock Hotel, Houston, Feb p. 23; 620 Community Center, Austin, Mar p. 80; Taras Canty Civil Courts Building, Fort Worth, Dec p. 19; Westlake/Southlake, Mar p. 81; Aug p. 43; Wortham Theater Center, Houston, Jan p. 29; Paul Young Ranch, Laredo, Jan p. 132.

Vermont

Urban Design Study, Burlington, Jan p. 128.

Virginia


Washington

Affordable Housing Competition, Seattle, Oct p. 97; Design Charrette, Seattle, Nov p. 23; Gordon/Bounds Cabin, Decatur Island, Dec p. 96; Homes for Art, Seattle, Nov p. 23; Metro Art, Seattle, Nov p. 23; Russell Residence, Kent, Dec p. 76.

Australia

The Australian Scene, editorial, Aug p. 9; Centreway Arcade and Building, Melbourne, Nov p. 98; Parliament House, Canberra (special issue), Aug p. 65.

Bahamas

United Golf Bank, Nassau, May p. 63.

Canada


England


France


Germany

Academy of Science, Berlin, Jun p. 27; Exhibition-Assembly Hall, Ulm, Feb p. 39; Berlin Science Center for Social Research (Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für Sozial­ forschung), Nov p. 23; German History Museum, West Berlin, Aug p. 26; Mainzer Landstrasse 58, Frankfurt, Jun p. 125; Preservation work, Berlin, Sep p. 33; Weissenhof­siedlung preservation, Stuttgart, Oct p. 98.

Greece

Summer House, Astros, Jun p. 105.

India

Indira Gandhi National Centre for Arts, New Delhi, Jun p. 92.

Italy

Carlo Felice Theater, Genoa, May p. 36; Casa Marabini, Romagna, Dec p. 36; Esprit Showroom, Milan, Sep p. 79; IBM Distribution Center, Basiano, Jun p. 101; National Gallery, Parma, Apr p. 118; Public Housing, Venice, Feb p. 32.

Japan

Bancho House, Tokyo, Nov p. 42; Cap d'Akiya, Hayama, Nov p. 42; Century Tower, Tokyo, Oct p. 42; Hotel and Restaurant Complex, Fukushu, May p. 33; Issy Miyake Men Boutique, Minami Aoyama, Tokyo, Sep p. 74; Issy Miyake Men Boutique, Shibuya Seikou Department Store, Tokyo, Sep p. 78; Lucchino Bar, Tokyo, Sep p. 77.

Netherlands

Esprit Showroom, Amsterdam, Sep p. 67; Nederlandsche Middenstandsbank, Amsterdam, Apr p. 27.

Norway

Schibsted Group Newspapers Headquarters, Oslo, Oct p. 33.

Scotland

World Trade Centre, Glasgow, Mar p. 84.

Spain


Switzerland

Enclosure over Roman Ruins, Chur, Feb p. 93; Ransala Office Building, Lugano, Jul p. 104; Villa Turque, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Mar p. 102.
WHEN YOUR NAME STANDS FOR #1, PEOPLE LOVE TO BORROW IT.

Dryvit® and Outsulation® Are Registered Trademarks of Dryvit Systems, Inc., And We Will Protect These Trademarks.

Dryvit® and Outsulation® are registered trademarks. As trade names, they stand for the Exterior Insulation and Finish System manufactured by Dryvit Systems, Inc. These registered trademarks identify our products. Neither of these names should be used in referring to someone else's system or products.

If everyone follows these rules, it will assure that, when you ask for Dryvit Outsulation, you get Dryvit Outsulation.

That's important to you and important to us!

Do Not Use These Trademarks Generically

OK GUYS, NOW DON'T DROP THEM.
ANNOUNCING
Progressive Architecture’s
1989 TOUR TO CHINA AND HONG KONG
FEBRUARY 10-26

Join John Morris Dixon, FAIA, Editor, on Progressive Architecture’s exclusive China Tour ‘89

You’ll spend 17 professionally fulfilling days visiting the most exciting cities of China—Shanghai, Souchou, Beijing, Xi’an, Guilin, as well as Hong Kong. You’ll travel in comfort. You’ll stay in deluxe hotels. You’ll meet your Chinese colleagues.

You’ll visit the Forbidden City... stroll the historic Great Wall... explore the Temple of Heaven... walk along the Bund. You’ll have a rare opportunity to compare China’s “new” architecture with the old. You’ll shop for antiquities and silks available nowhere else in the world.

Every moment of “China Tour ‘89” has been planned with your convenience and comfort in mind. Special events are balanced with “free time” so you can relax, sightsee and explore at your leisure.

The Complete Tour Cost is $3695 plus 10% for service and taxes from Los Angeles. Single Supplement: $895

Deadline for booking: January 1.

Progressive Architecture CHINA TOUR ‘89

Name

Address

City State Zip

Telephone

Signature

_____ Single Room supplement _____ Smoking _____ Nonsmoking

(Note: Single Accommodations are limited so they will be given on a first-come basis).


Enclosed is my check for $ _____ representing a $300. deposit for each member of my party. (Please include names of your party on an additional sheet). The balance will be due upon receipt of a statement eight weeks prior to departure date.

ACT SOON China Tour ‘89 is exclusive and the size is limited
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For the last 35 years, the juries of the P/A Awards Program have included leading professionals who have been very selective in what they choose for awards and citations. This year’s jury was no exception. All leaders in the fields of architecture, urban design, and research, the jury premiated three percent of the 805 projects submitted. Fifteen awards and citations for design were granted out of a total of 649 submissions, five for urban design out of 108, and five for research out of 48. Among the design projects, single-family housing constituted the largest group (30 percent), with commercial projects second (19 percent) and education projects third (11 percent). The winning projects will be fully described and illustrated in the issue, along with the comments of the jury members.

Future Issues
The coming months will have a variety of special features. The March issue will include a major profile of a noted American firm, the April issue will cover the subject of restoration, the May issue will examine efforts under way to re-order the suburbs, and the July issue will look at new architecture abroad. Other recurring special issues will include the September issue on interior design, the Mid-October annual information sources issue, and the December issue on houses.

Big Savings. No Waiting.
Dataprint gives you 20-50% off brand name drafting, print and plotter supplies — with same day shipment.

Future Issues
The coming months will have a variety of special features. The March issue will include a major profile of a noted American firm, the April issue will cover the subject of restoration, the May issue will examine efforts under way to re-order the suburbs, and the July issue will look at new architecture abroad. Other recurring special issues will include the September issue on interior design, the Mid-October annual information sources issue, and the December issue on houses.
The University of North Carolina at Charlotte, College of Architecture seeks faculty committed to working together to provide a holistic and innovative architectural education and to addressing vital academic and professional issues in the field.

- **Architectural Design** at rank of Asst./Assoc. Professor. Tenure Track positions and visiting position are available to teach: First, Second, Third, Fourth or Fifth Year Studio and special topics seminars. We are seeking persons with expertise in one of the following areas: design fundamentals, site design, interiors, design theory, theory of construction/technology, and computer aided design. Positions available starting in the Spring Semester 1989 and for Fall Semester 1989.

- **Architectural Lighting Design** at rank of Asst./Assoc. Professor. Tenure Track position to teach Lighting Design in the Fall and Seminar course starting in the Fall Semester 1989.

Prefer persons with teaching and practice experience. Masters in Architecture degree or equivalent is required. Salary and rank commensurate with qualifications.

**Forward letter describing approach to teaching and design with vitae to:**


**Citation Vitae and supporting materials must be submitted to:**

Chairman
Architectural Technology Search Committee
Department of Architecture
143 East Sibley Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, N.Y. 14853-6701

Cornell University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

**Applications will be received until position is filled.**

**The School of Architecture at the University of Maryland invites applications for one or more full-time tenure-track positions, beginning academic year 1989/90. Successful applicants must have demonstrated excellence in teaching, scholarship, and/or research. Responsibilities will include teaching studio, supervising seminars as well as having responsibilities in research, administration, and public service. Applications should be received by February 1, 1989. The University of Maryland is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer; women and minorities are encouraged to apply.**

---

**Architectural Consultant**

Conforms with architect, draws architectural and structural features of buildings, home and other structures using knowledge of European styles. Confers in planning architectural details according to structural materials and participates in coordinating architectural work to meet client’s style/standard in order to establish European influence for luxury homes built on spec.

**WORK SCHEDULE:**

40 hours per week, Monday through Friday, 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.

**EDUCATION:**

Must have a Bachelors Degree in Architecture.

**EXPERIENCE:**

Must have two years experience as Architectural Consultant or two years experience as Architect.

**SALARY:**

$30,000.00 per year

**APPLICANTS SEND RESUMES TO:**

Job Service of Florida
105 E. Broward Blvd.
 Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 33301

ATTN: Job Order # FI 5592262

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

---

**Graduate Architectural Designer**

The Department of Architecture anticipates one or more positions for the 1989-90 academic year. The position(s) will be tenure-track at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor. The position(s) will be tenure-track at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor. Salary and rank commensurate with qualifications. Forward letter describing approach to teaching and design with vitae to: Dean Charles C. Hight, College of Architecture, UNC-Charlotte, N.C. 28223. Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. Deadline for receipt of applications for Spring Semester is November 21, 1988, for Fall Semester is January 20, 1989.

---

**Architectural Consultant**

Conforms with architect, draws architectural and structural features of buildings, home and other structures using knowledge of European styles. Confers in planning architectural details according to structural materials and participates in coordinating architectural work to meet client’s style/standards in order to establish European influence for luxury homes built on spec.

**WORK SCHEDULE:**

40 hours per week, Monday through Friday, 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.

**EDUCATION:**

Must have a Bachelors Degree in Architecture.

**EXPERIENCE:**

Must have two years experience as Architectural Consultant or two years experience as Architect.

**SALARY:**

$30,000.00 per year

**APPLICANTS SEND RESUMES TO:**

Job Service of Florida
105 E. Broward Blvd.
 Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 33301

ATTN: Job Order # FI 5592262

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

---

**Department of Architecture**

**College of Architecture, Art, & Planning**

**Position:** Assistant, Associate, or Professor of Architectural Technology

The Department of Architecture is seeking candidates at the Assistant, Associate, or Professor level for a position in the technology area of the Bachelor of Architecture curriculum. Candidate should have the ability to contribute to the undergraduate and graduate programs and should be qualified to teach in at least two of the following areas: building technology, site planning, lighting, acoustics, energy analysis, and thermal design. Positions require collaboration with design faculty in studio instruction. Appointment criteria will include professional teaching experience, teaching specialization, and ability to pursue research or creative practice. Preference will be given to candidates with a Master of Architecture degree or equivalent.

**Required Qualifications:**

- A Master's Degree in Architecture from an accredited program.
- Three years of professional experience in a related field.
- Ability to teach technical courses in building technology, site planning, lighting, acoustics, energy analysis, and thermal design.
- Excellent interpersonal and communication skills.
- Strong technical skills in building technology, site planning, lighting, acoustics, energy analysis, and thermal design.
- Ability to work collaboratively with other faculty members.
- Commitment to excellence in teaching and research.

**Salary:**

$42,000 - $55,000 per year, dependent upon qualifications and experience.

**Applications** should be submitted to:

Chairman
Department of Architecture
College of Architecture, Art, & Planning
Cornell University
Ithaca, N.Y. 14853-6701

Cornell University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

---

**Graduate Architectural Designer**

The Department of Architecture anticipates one or more positions for the 1989-90 academic year. The position(s) will be tenure-track at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor. (Applicants needing completion of the appropriate terminal degree or having significant professional experience in lieu of the terminal degree will be considered for appointment as the rank of Instructor on a non-tenure leading basis.) Minimum qualifications include a terminal degree in the appropriate discipline; e.g., Master of Architecture. Preference will be given to candidates with advanced degrees and related certificates, e.g., Doctorate, professional registration and teaching experience. Send curriculum vitae and three letters of reference by January 16, to: Search Committee, Department of Architecture, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 202 Architecture Hall, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0107.

---

**Graduate Architectural Designer**

The Department of Architecture anticipates one or more positions for the 1989-90 academic year. The position(s) will be tenure-track at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor. (Applicants needing completion of the appropriate terminal degree or having significant professional experience in lieu of the terminal degree will be considered for appointment as the rank of Instructor on a non-tenure leading basis.) Minimum qualifications include a terminal degree in the appropriate discipline; e.g., Master of Architecture. Preference will be given to candidates with advanced degrees and related certificates, e.g., Doctorate, professional registration and teaching experience. Send curriculum vitae and three letters of reference by January 16, to: Search Committee, Department of Architecture, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 202 Architecture Hall, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0107.

---

**Graduate Research Assistant**

The Department of Architecture anticipates one or more positions for the 1989-90 academic year. The position(s) will be tenure-track at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor. (Applicants needing completion of the appropriate terminal degree or having significant professional experience in lieu of the terminal degree will be considered for appointment as the rank of Instructor on a non-tenure leading basis.) Minimum qualifications include a terminal degree in the appropriate discipline; e.g., Master of Architecture. Preference will be given to candidates with advanced degrees and related certificates, e.g., Doctorate, professional registration and teaching experience. Send curriculum vitae and three letters of reference by January 16, to: Search Committee, Department of Architecture, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 202 Architecture Hall, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0107.

---

**Graduate Research Assistant**

The Department of Architecture anticipates one or more positions for the 1989-90 academic year. The position(s) will be tenure-track at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor. (Applicants needing completion of the appropriate terminal degree or having significant professional experience in lieu of the terminal degree will be considered for appointment as the rank of Instructor on a non-tenure leading basis.) Minimum qualifications include a terminal degree in the appropriate discipline; e.g., Master of Architecture. Preference will be given to candidates with advanced degrees and related certificates, e.g., Doctorate, professional registration and teaching experience. Send curriculum vitae and three letters of reference by January 16, to: Search Committee, Department of Architecture, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 202 Architecture Hall, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0107.
FACULTY POSITION

The School of Architecture, University of Texas at Austin, is seeking outstanding applicants for tenure-track positions (Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, Full Professor) in furniture design, interior architecture, and design management to start in Fall 1989. Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience.

QUALIFICATIONS

Candidates must have a graduate degree in Architecture with experience in teaching design, and an area of scholarly concentration. Teaching experience desirable.

RESPONSIBILITIES

A normal teaching load requires a faculty member to teach one undergraduate or graduate design studio and one lecture or seminar course each semester.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION

Review of applications will begin in January 1989. The initial application should include a complete resume and the names and addresses of three or more references, academic and professional. Submit to:

Chair, Faculty Search Committee
School of Architecture
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

ARCHITECT

The 27500th Air Base Wing located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, currently has a civilian vacancy for an Architect, GS-808-12, with a salary range of $43,979 to $44,753. Duties include design of architectural projects for construction, alteration, maintenance, and repair of base facilities. A professional knowledge of architectural principles and concepts is required, plus professional work experience in the design, development, and construction of multi-story office buildings, hospitals, and/or similar structures. U.S. citizenship required. To apply, submit SF-171, and transcripts or call 513-257-6305 and an application packet. Applications should be mailed to 2750 ABW/DPDCEF, ATTN: SB-88-3 (76), Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-5000.

WAFA is an EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ARCHITECT

Architectural designer to provide professional service in research, design & creation of ornamental & structures for historical preservation & rehabilitation projects; consult with client to determine functional & spatial requirements; prepare plans of layout, projects, drawings, & renderings in Auto-CAD & ink under the supervision of a registered architect. Must have 2 years experience; B.A. degree in architecture; knowledge of the metric system; excellent ornamental & creative skills in English & Spanish; ability to travel; ability to do renderings; & past experience in designing cinema sets. Mon-Fri 9:00A.M. to 6:00P.M. Salary: $454.48/wk. Send resume only to Job Service of Florida, 701 S.W. 27 Ave. Room 15, Miami, FL 33135 Ref: Job Order # FL 5571983.

FACULTY POSITIONS

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY

Department of Architecture seeks four or more full-time tenure-track faculty at the rank of assistant/associate professor to teach upper-level design studio and additional course each semester. Salaries will commensurate with experience and qualifications. Individuals with demonstrated capabilities in building design, professional practice, structures, and computer aided design are encouraged to apply. To ensure consideration, send letter, three references, vita and a few examples of work by 2/1/89 to: Robert Burnham, Head, KSU, Department of Architecture, 211 Seaton, Manhattan, KS 66506, (913) 532-5953. KSU IS AN AA/EO EMPLOYER.

ARCHITECT DESIGN PARTNER

Nationwide practice. Architectural and Engineering Firm announces an outstanding opportunity in our Midwest Headquarters Office. We are seeking a unique individual with recognized design expertise and strong management and marketing capabilities. Our work consists of large research facilities, industrial, institutional and office buildings. Many multi-building projects. Please send confidential resume to: Progressive Architecture, Job Mart, Box 518. Equal Opportunity Employer.

ARCHITECT

Established, design-oriented Midwest architectural firm has opening for an architect with strong conceptual design and delineation skills. Must have architectural degree and registration with 5-8 years diversified design experience. Exceptional opportunity to become a key player in an exciting practice. Send resume and salary requirements to: Progressive Architecture, Job Mart, Box 520.

DESIGNER

Principal level designer sought by award winning Midwest architectural firm. Individual must have comprehensive design skills, marketing ability and leadership traits, developed from at least, 15 years experience. The successful candidate will replace senior design principal, contemplating retirement. Unusual opportunity for an ambitious, committed and talented designer. Send resume of qualifications and salary requirements to: Progressive Architecture, Job Mart, Box 519.

PROJECT ARCHITECT

Opportunity to grow with an established Salem, Oregon firm. Bach of Arch., C.P.A., 3.00 min. Self-starter, non-smoker, professional appearance. Ten years experience building to 5M. Positive mental attitude; 60 minutes from ocean; 90 minutes from skiing. Clean air, cool summers, mild winters; low humidity. Excellent livability. Send resume, work experience, salary history and references to Warren Carkin, 395 Leslie St. S.E., Salem, Oregon 97301.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

FULLY APPROVED UNIVERSITY DEGREES!! Economical home study for Bachelor's, Master's, Ph.D., fully approved by California State Department of Education. Prestigious faculty counsels for independent study and life experience credit. Enroll at any time; controlled tuition (non-degree). Free information — Richard Crews, M.D. (Harvard), President, Pacific Columbia University, Department 268D, 1415 Third Street, San Rafael, CA 94901. Toll Free: (800) 227-0119; California: (415) 552-5522; or (415) 459-1650.

SERVICES

ARCHITECTURAL OPPORTUNITIES

We have national openings with well known firms for Architects, Designers and Civil Engineers seeking new career growth and increased income. Call/send resume to ACTION EMPLOYMENT AGENCY, 1913 Shenando, Buffalo, NY 14225. (716) 876-3193.

ARCHITECTS - $25,000-85,000

GROUP ONE SEARCH

Executive Architectural Recruiters. Superb positions Nationwide at all levels with Regional and National firms. Confidential, NEVER A FEE. P.O. Box 27210, Tampa, FL 33688. (813) 969-0544

Rita Sue Siegel Agency™

A recruiting service to find architects, interior and graphic designers, marketing and sales support people for consultants and business. Confidential. Nationwide; International.

60 W. 55 St., New York, NY 10019

212/586-4750

Notice

Please address all correspondence to box numbered advertisements as follows:

Progressive Architecture
Job Mart—(Assigned Number) P.O. Box 1361

60 Summer Street

Stamford, Connecticut 06904

Advertising Rates

Situation Open advertisements: $180 per column inch, per your layout. Maximum 50 words per column inch. Maximum 6 column inches. Display style advertisements are also available in fractional page units starting at 1/4 page and running to full page. Commissionable to recognized advertising agencies. No charge for use of box number.

Situation Wanted advertisements: $75 per column inch. Maximum 30 words per column inch. Noncommissionable. No charge for box number.

Check should accompany the advertisement and be mailed to Mary Mulach, Progressive Architecture Classifieds, 1100 Superior Ave., Cleveland, OH 44114. Ads may be telecopied: 216-696-8756. (Telephone 216/696-7000, Ext. 2584).

Insertions will be accepted no later than the 1st of the month preceding month of publication. Copy to be set due seven days earlier.
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STOP WORRYING FOR 5 YEARS...
GUARANTEED.

PermaColor™ warranted commercial carpets offer you bright, beautiful colors ... guaranteed to stay that way. So now you can stop worrying about specifying lighter hues and enjoy the new design freedom that Amoco has made possible. Choose from over 150 deep, rich shades and don't even think about stains and fading... because Amoco already has.

PermaColor™
BY AMOCO
5 YEAR STAIN AND FADE RESISTANCE LIMITED WARRANTY

For warranty details and more information about PermaColor call: 1-800-BY-AMOCO or write: Advertising and Merchandising Department, Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company, 900 Circle 76 Parkway, Suite 550, Atlanta, Georgia 30339.

Scotchgard® is a registered trademark of the 3M Company.
Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company makes fibers and yarn, not finished carpet.
© Copyright 1988 Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company.

Circle No. 308 on Reader Service Card
Glass Wall
Printing Works for The Financial Times
London
Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners have designed a printing plant for Financial Times Ltd. in the Docklands section of London. The building contains a large hall with two new printing presses that are visible from a nearby highway through a glass wall over 52 feet high and almost 315 feet long. Along the exterior of that wall is a series of lozenge-shaped columns almost 20 feet on center, from which extend horizontal steel trusses that support and brace the glass (drawing, top left; photo, bottom right). The butt glazing is attached to this framing with gaskets fastened to stainless steel discs, which in turn are bolted to the cylindrical ends of the trusses (drawing, top right). Steel hanger rods extend vertically from the end of each truss to provide secondary support (photo, bottom left). Such a solution to the framing of a glass wall may seem, to some, like just so much structural gymnastics. But it is consonant with the idea of the building, which is to exploit the expressive potential of technology, be it printing presses or steel framing.
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You can transcend right angles ... or any angles ... when you design with PC GlassBlock®.
Serpentine. Undulating. Cylindrical. These are the forms that tempt you ... call you ... when your imagination is freed from the limitations of more conventional building products.
Harness the beauty—and function—of natural light. Or create glowing surfaces with artificial illumination. Design walls that seemingly float ... unconfining rooms that offer openness with privacy. The patterns, sizes and shapes of PC GlassBlock® invite the unique and daring.
But aesthetic freedom and drama are not its sole advantages. PC GlassBlock® products do so much more. They insulate ... reducing solar heat gain and noise. Lower interior light requirements. And keep out dirt, dust and drafts.
American-made PC GlassBlock® products have been providing imaginations with boundless design possibilities for over 50 years.
For information, call our PC GlassBlock® Hotline at 800-992-5769.
Or write Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Marketing Department AGB-8, 800 Presque Isle Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15239. In Canada, 106-6 Lansing Square, Willowdale, Ontario M2J 1T5, Tel.: (416) 222-8084.
Thermospan™ foamed core insulated steel commercial doors are the result of a technological breakthrough in thermal efficiency and quality construction. If you aren’t specifying them now, you could be paying too much — and getting too little for your money. Find out now why the Thermospan line is all the door you’ll ever need.

Thermospan quality features:

- High tensile steel skin with roll-formed integral struts
- Sections bound together by foamed-in-place polyurethane insulation for increased rigidity
- A complete thermal break along joints and endcaps to reduce heat transfer between steel skins
- Rubber bulb joint seals and factory-installed top seal to minimize air filtration
- U-shaped bottom seal that won’t ice up and seals against uneven floors.